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KOPSA VILKLIMS

Prokariotu mRNS translacijas iniciacijas rajonu evolucija un butiskas
pazimes. Faga MS2 RNS analize.

Normunds Licis

Sl prornocijas darba forma ir publiceto vai publicesanai sagatavoto zinatnisko rakstu scrija. Darbs ir
izstradats Latvijas Universitates Biornedicmas petijumu un studiju centra laika posma no 1991. lidz 1997.

gadam. Dala eksperimentu veikta Leidcnes Universitates Gorlaeus Laboratorija, Nidcrlandc.

Genu translacijas precizitate un efektivitate prokariotos ir atkariga no sakotneja
translacijas posma, kura laika ribosomas saistas ar informacijas RNS un atpazist uz tas
translacijas iniciacijas rajonu (TIR). Translacijas iniciacijas efektivitati savukart nosaka
TIR ipasibas un to raksturosana ir nozirniga ne vien teoretiskaja, bet ali praktiskaja
plaksne, ka piernerarn pielietojumam biotehnologija. Musu petijurns ir veltits RNS TIR
butisko pazimju noskaidrosanai un analizei, izmantojot bakteriofagu MS2 un fr
vienpavediena RNS. SO bakteriju virusu genomu veido mineta RNS molekula un tas
genu ekspresija tiek kontroleta galvenokart translacijas limeni.

Darba tika pielietotas divas atskirigas eksperimentalas pieejas. Pirma tezu da]a ir
veltita in vitro analizem, bet otraja da]a aprakstitajos petijumos mes izrnantojam
vairumam RNS virusu raksturigo ipasibu - augsto adaptacijas potencialu - lai risinatu
aplukojarnas problemas ar dabiskas evolucijas procesa palidzibu.

In vitro dati [auj mums secinat, ka bakteriofagu MS2 un fr RNS translacijas
iniciacijai butiska informacija ir lokalizeta ne vairak ka 16 nukleotidu gara fragrnenta, kas
satur translacijas iniciacijas kodonu AUG un Slr-sekvenci. Evolucijas petijumu rezultati,
kas ieguti, analizejot faga MS2 apvalka proteina un replikazes gena mutagenizetus TIR,
norada, ka iznemot SD-rajonu un translacijas iniciacijas kodonu, citas nukleotidu
sekvences ipasibas ir sarnera nebutiskas translaci jas iniciaci jas procesam. Savukart
nozirniga TIR efektivitati ietekmejosa pazime ir ta RNS otrejas strukturas stabilitate.
Dotais darbs pierada ali agrak izteiktos pienernurnus, ka bakteriofaga RNS-RNS talas
distances mijiedarbibas ir svarigas replikazes gena translacijas kontrolei. Bez tam
eksperimentalie dati liecina. ka, kaut ali SD-scclba ir butiska translacijas iniciacijai, Ui
nav absoluti nepieciesama funkcionalai ribosomu saistibai,

Darba rezultati ir apkopoti 5 rakstos, 3 no kuriem ir publiceti, bet 2
sagatavoti publicesanai starptautiski recenzejarnos zurnalos, ka ari zinoti 6
starptautiskos kongresos un konfcrences.



SUMMARY

Evolution and essential features of mRNA translation initiation regions in
prokaryotes. An analysis of phage MS2 RNA.

Normunds Licis

The form of the thesis is the summary of published or prepared for puhlication scientific articles The work
was carried out in Biomedical Research and Study Centre of Latvian University in the period between 1991
and 1997 years and some of the experiments were done in Gorlacus Laboratories of Lciden University. The

Netherlands.

Gene expression in prokaryotes ultimately depends on the efficiency and the accuracy of
translation that in tum is determined at the stage when ribosomes recognize and bind to
mRNA translation initiation region (TIR). The properties of TIR are the major
determinant of the efficiency of translation initiation and their revealing is of importance
both from theoretical and practical viewpoint, for example application in biotechnology.
The present work is devoted to both aspects of general relevance for control of
prokaryotic translation by features of mRNA TIR and particular molecular basis of
translational control in the subjects of this study - single stranded RNA bacteriophages
MS2 and fro Phage MS2 is a member of a group of bacterial viruses in which the genetic
information is stored in and expressed directly from RNA genome and thus the gene
expression in these organisms is controlled mainly at the translational level. Two general
approaches have been used in the present work. The first part of the thesis concerns with
in vitro experiments whereas in the second part we have exploited a characteristic feature
of most RNA viruses - a high adaptability - to test the phage RNA properties essential for
translational control by natural evolution. In vitro data allowed us to conclude that all the
important information for an efficient initiation of the replicase gene translation in phage
MS2 and its close relative phage fr TlR does not expand outside a short RNA fragment in
length of 16 nucleotides. The results also imply that within this minimal active initiation
region only the translation initiation codon AUG and a S'-region containing the so-called
SO-sequence are important for the efficiency of the initiation process. The results of
evolutionary studies on phage MS2 coat protein gene and replicase protein gene TlRs
show that apart SO-sequence and initiation codon there are no other sequence-specific
features of a general relevance for the efficiency of translation initiation. At the same
time an essential property of an initiation site was found to be the strength of secondary
structure that occludes TIR and may exert strong negative effect on the initiation rate [t
was also shown. in agreement with earlier suggestions, that the global phage R!\:\
folding is important for the control of the replicase gene translation. We observed as well
that the extent of suppression is strongly dependent on sequence/structure of the rep ron

involving the replicase gene start or its surroundings Our data also show that although
SD-sequcllce is essential for the translation initiation it is not an absolute requirement for
rihosorne binding to take place

The results of the this work are compiled in 5 articles, ::\ of which have been
publixhcd hut 2 are prepared for puhlication in lSI journals, and also presented in 6
international congresses and conferences.



Zusammenfassung

Evolution der Translations- Initiationsregion prokaryontischer
mRNA und ihre wesentlichen Symptone. Analyse der Phagen MS2

RNA.

Normunds Licis

Die Promotionsarbeit urnfapt veroffentliche und fur die VerOffentlichung vorbereitete wissenschaftliche
Betrage. Die Arbeit wurde irn Biomedizinischen Forschungs- und Studienzentrum der Universitat
Lettland und teilweise auch irn Laboratorium von Gorlaeus der Universitat Leiden von 1991 bis 1997
durchgefuhrt.

Die Genauigkeit und Effektivitat der Gentranslation in Prokaryoten hangt vom
Beginn der Translation ab.Wenn die Ribosomen sich mit der Messenger- RNA binden
und auf ihr die Translations- Initiationsregion ( TIR ) erkennen. Die Translations-
Initiations Effektivitat ihrerseits bestimmt die Eigenschaften der TIR, deren
Charakterisierung nicht nur von theoretischer sondem auch praktischer Wichtigkeit.
z.B., in der Biotechnologie ist. Gegenstand unserer Forschung sind die wessentlichen
Eigenschaften und Analyse der RNA TIR, wobei einstrangige RNA der
Bakteriophagen MS2 und fr verwendet wurden. Das Genom dieser Viren besteht aus
dem Molekul der erwahnten RNA, und die Expression der Gene wird hauptsachlich
auf dem Translationsniveau kontrolliert. Wir verwendeten zwei verschiedene
experimentelle Methoden. Der erste Teil der Doktorarbeit ist der in vitro Analyse
gewidmet. 1m zweiten Teil der beschriebenen Experimente benutzen wir die der
Mehrzalt von Viren charakteristischen Eigenschaft - das hohe Adaptionspotential urn
unser Problem mit Hilfte des naturlichen Evolutionsprozesses zu losen.

Die in vitro Resultate fuhren zur Schlupfolgerung, daf die fur die
Translation- Initiation der RNA der Bakteriophagen MS2 und fr wesentliche
Information sich in einem 16 Nucleotide nicht uberschreitenden Fragment lokalisieren
lapt. Dieses Fragment enthalt das Translations- Initiationscodon AUG und die SD-
Sequenz.

Resultate der Evolutionsforschung, die durch die Analyse des Hull- Protein
des Phages MS2 und mutagener TIR des Replikasen Genes erhalten wurdcn, zeigen.
da]) mit Ausnahmen des SD- Bereiches und des Translations- Initiations Codoncs.
andere Eigenschaften der Nucleotidsequenzen verhalnisrnabig unwichtig rrn
Translation- Initiation Prozess sind. Anderseits ist die Stabilitat dcr RI'\;\
Sekundarstruktur yon Wichtigkeit. da sic groben Einfluf auf die TIR Effektivitat hat
Wir konntcn beweisen. da]! die existierende RNA- RNA gegenseitige l.inwirkung
uber weitc Entfernungen fur die Kontrolle der Translation des Replikascngcncs von
Bedeutung ist. Auscrdcrn konnte gezcigt worden. da~ die SI)- Sequenz. ohwohl
wichtig hei dcr Initiation dcr Translation. nicht absolut ni)tig das fur l-untioniercn dcr
Ribosornen- Bindung ist.

Die Forschungsresultatc sind in 5 Puhlikationen zusamrnengefajit, von
dencn -' schon verriffentlicht und 2 zur Puhlikation in international ancrkanntcn
/,eitschriften cingercicht sind. Es \\ urden 6 \'ortragc auf intcrnationalen
Kongn's"cn und Knnfcrenzen gchaltcn.
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The choice is easy for the phage
but difficult for us.

Jan van Duin,
personal communication.
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INTRODUCTION

The success in maintenance and propagation of life depends on appropriate gene
expression. Various proteins are required in entirely different quantities, often only at
distinct periods or under certain conditions. To attain this flow of the genetic information
from DNA to RNA (transcription) and from RNA to proteins (translation) must be
somehow regulated. At least in prokaryotes, which mRNA is usually polycistronic i.e.
caries reading frames for several proteins, translation, and especially its initial stage, is of
utmost importance for the control. Individual prokaryotic genes are translated with vastly
different rates even so they are present on mRNA in equamolar amounts. Thus, the
genome of the single stranded RNA bacteriophage MS2, an object of the present studies,
contains four cistrons but one of them is translated much more efficiently than the other
genes. Moreover, the AUG codon that is mainly used as the translational start, unlike
nonsense triplets, is nothing special itself and is present also within the genes as usual
translational triplet. Why one AUG is used as the translational start codon very
efficiently, another poorly and but many more are never used for that purpose?

In nearly every initiation event all components of translational machinery are
identical, except for mRNA and thus mRNA must possess some regulatory code that tells
the ribosomes where and with what efficiency to start making proteins. Countless studies
have been devoted to revealing this code and various data have shown the significance of
the so-called SD-sequence, ribosomal S1 protein binding sites and the strength of the
RNA secondary structure that may occlude a translation initiation region as well as other
specific TIR properties have been suggested. Still, uncertainty surrounds the features in
the mRNA that control the efficiency of translation initiation and as yet it is not possible
to predict with a reasonable certainty the quality of a translation initiation region (TIR).
More data on properties of various TIRs are required to improve our understanding of the
translational control. Also, most of the experimental approaches only distantly resemble
the natural conditions and cannot answer the question on the biological significance of
the proposed mRNA regulatory features.

Single stranded RNA bacteriophages like MS2 are convenient objects to study
translational control because (i) they lack process of transcription and thereby their gene
expression is controlled solely at the translational level. (ii) they easily adapt to
mutational perturbations if allowed to propagate in bacteria and thus the biological
significance of RNA properties of interest can be analyzed through natural evolution.

The specific aims of the performed experiments are stated in the each presented
manuscript and also given in the section 'Results and Discussion'. In overall they were as
follows:
• To define specific phage RNA properties essential for the efficiency and control of

translation initiation of certain genes on RNA or to assess the biological significance
of known or suspected regulatory RNA features on live phage.

• To assess using natural evolution, which mRNA properties within a ribosome binding
site are of general relevance for the prokaryotic translation initiation.



LITERATURE REVrEW

The mechanism of translation initiation

Translation is a complex process comprising three stages: initiation, in which
the translational machinery is assembled on mRNA; elongation, in which amino acids
are added to the growing peptide; and termination, in which the nascent peptide is
cleaved from the final tRNA and the translational machinery is disassembled. The
translational efficiencies in Escherichia coli are generally determined at the stage of
initiation that requires the 30S and 50S ribosomal subunits, mRNA, fMeHRNA, three
initiation factors, and a GTP molecule. The kinetic model (Fig. 1) for initial steps of
protein biosynthesis has been elaborated by Gualerzi & others (Gualerzi et al., 1977;
Gualerzi & Pon; 1981; Pon & Gualerzi, 1986; Gualerzi & Pon, 1990). During
initiation the 30S ribosomal subunit, mRNA, fMet-tRNA, three initiation factors, and
a GTP molecule combine to form 30S initiation complex (lC), in which mRNA
initiation codon is basepaired with initiator fMet-tRNA anticodon. The 30S IC is the
key component in the initiation pathway. The rate of its formation limits the rate of
the whole translation process and depends on properties ofmRNA TIR.

k410P
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Figure I. The proposed mechanism of translation initiation in prokaryotes (from Gualerzi & Pon, 1990).
According to the proposed mechanism the 305 ribosomal subunit charged with the three translation initiation
factors binds In a random order the mRNA and IMet-tRNA-fMet <lendform a pre-ternary complex in which mRNA
and initiator f-Met-tRNA do not interact yet. The codon-anticodon basepairing leads to the formation of 305
initiation complex. The formation of the 30S initiation complex (step C in the figure) is the most important rate-
corurofling step. The JOS initiation complex can either dissociate or become transformed into the 70S initiation
complex by binding of a 50S subunit. The 70s initiation complex is virtualjy irreversible and enters elongation.
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The two crucial steps leading to formation of 30S Ie are selection of mRNA
by ribosomes and selection of initiator-tRNA and initiation codon (Hartz et al., 1989;
Hartz et al., 1991).Ribosomes themselves neither distinguish elongator tRNAs from
the initiator tRNA nor recognize the initiation codon (Hartz et al., 1989). The
selection of initiator fMet-tRNA over elongators and the verification of the fidelity of
the codon-anticodon basepairing are accomplished by initiation factors IF2 and IF3.
The codon-anticodon interaction is necessary and essential but not sufficient for the
selection of the 'correct' mRNA region where translation should begin. There are a
lot more AUG, GUG, UUG codons within the genes (the three most frequent
translational starts in Escerichia coli) than the actual translational starts.

In contrast, 30S subunit does not need either initiation factors or fMet-tRNA
to bind mRNA (van Dieijen et aI., 1978; van Duin et al., 1980; Hartz et aI., 1991) and
fmd proper initiation regions on it (Hartz et al., 1991, Ringquist et al., 1993). The
ribosome, by itself, is able to distinct a good mRNA initiation region from a poor one
by the means of sequence specific interactions with mRNA. Presumably, a 30S
ribosomal subunit binds to an (unfolded) RNA region in a sequence independent
manner and this event trigger the binding of fMet-tRNA or it may be present on
ribosome prior the binding. The complex either dissociates from RNA or establishes
additional contacts through specific ribosome-RNA and/or codon-anticodon
interactions.

mRNA features that establish the efficiency of translation initiation

In Escherichia coli the intrinsic efficiencies among different initiation sites
can vary 1000-fold (Gold et aI, 1981; Stormo, 1987). Because in nearly every
initiation event all components of translational machinery are identical, except for
mRNA, the efficiency with which 30S initiation complex forms depends solely on the
properties of the mRNA. These properties include sequence-related features for
specific interactions with ribosome and/or initiator tRNA and the secondary
structures.

Figure 2. The prokaryotic translation initiation region.
(From McCarthy and Gualerzi, 11990)See text for details
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Steitz (1969) was the first person who examined the features of mRNA
surrounding true initiation sites. In her experiment 70S ribosomes in the presence of
fMet-tRNA were bound to genomic RNA of the phage R17, the RNA was degraded
with RNase and the mRNA regions protected from degradation were isolated and
sequenced. These ribosome-protected regions are termed ribosome binding sites
(RBS) (Fig.2). The regions that lie outside the RBS also can affect translation
initiation. To describe the key elements that define efficiency of a translational start
the term translation initiation region (TIR) was introduced (McCarthy & Gual erzi ,
1990). The TIR always includes the RBS but usually expands beyond it.

The three RBS isolated by Steitz (1969) were of about 30-35 five nucleotides
and contained the initiation AUG codon near the middle. No other similarity between
the isolated fragments was noticed at that time. Translation initiation codon in
majority of cases (90%) is AUG but GUG (8%) and UUG (1%) also function in a
number of messages (Gren, 1981; Gold, 1988, McCarthy & Gualerzi, 1990). mRNA
encoding IF3 contains AUU as translational start (Sacerdot el al, 1982). fMet-tRNA
is used with every initiation codon. AVA, AVC (Romero & Garcia, 1991) also allow
inefficient translation but to our knowledge are not used as translational starts in the
native prokaryotic messages. The translational efficiency of the common start codons
decreases in the order AUG>GUG>UUG (Looman & Knippenberg, 1986;
Khudyakov et al., 1988; Adhin & van Duin, 1989; Rinquist et al., 1992) and thus
certain codons can be a simple mean to affect the initiation rate. The use of rare
codons as UUG and AUU in natural messengers seems to serve translational control
purposes rather than simple inhibition of translation initiation. For instance, in RNA
bacteriophage fr the lysis gene starts with UUG codon but the codon is not utilized by
ribosomes in de novo initiation. Instead, the translation of the L gene requires the
termination of the upstream coat cistron on a nearby located coat gene stop codon. It
is the reinitiation at the UUG rather than direct ribosome binding that triggers the
lysis translation. When UUG was substituted by GUG or AUG the control was lost
because the L gene became expressed independently (Atkins et al., 1989).

Another sequence present in vast majority of prokaryotic TIRs is purine-rich
stretch at a variable distance (mostly 7-9 bases) upstream the initiation codon. This
so-called Shine-Dalgarno SO-sequence is complementary to 3' -end of the 16S
ribosomal RNA, with which it interacts by means of RNA-RNA basepairing during
initiation. The interaction proposed originally by Shine and Dalgarno (1974) on the
basis of sequence analysis has gained direct experimental support (Hill & deBoer,
1987; Jacob et al., 1987; deBoer & Hui, 1990). The longer interaction seems to
permit better initiation efficiency (Ringquist et al., 1992). The presumed principial
functions of SD-sequence as compiled by de Smit and van Duin (1994) at least on
structured messengers, are as follows. (i) It anchors the 30S subunits in the
neighborhood of the translational start site. (ii) It provides the ribosome with
sufficient affinity for the available ribosome binding sites. (iii) It increases the ability
of ribosomes to compete against the secondary structures (see below) that may be
present in the messenger. The spacing between the SO-sequence and the translation
initiation codon influence the efficiency but within range 5-13 nucleotides the effects
are small (Gold, 1988~ Ringquist et.al., 1992).
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The secondary structure of mRNA TIR is important determinant of the
initiation rate because can hide the SO-sequence from inspection by ribosomes.
Stormo (1987) predicted that there must be quantitative relationship between the
strength of the secondary structure of the initiation region and the translational
efficiency. deSmit & van Duin (l990a,b) shown it to be true. They varied the strength
of a hairpin that contains the RBS of the phage MS2 coat protein gene. The results
revealed strict correlation between translational efficiency and stability of the hairpin.
Increase of the stability of the structure by -1.4 kcalfmol give rise the reduction of
translation initiation rate by a factor of 10. On the other hand the stability of wild type
hairpin appeared to allow unabated translation.

F

30S + U 3OS·U ~ translation
slow

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the competition between hairpin formation U=unfolded,
F=folded) and binding to 30S ribosomal subunits. dGr is the free energy of helix formation, dG30S is
the free energy of binding of a 30Ssubunit to the unfolded RNA. slow indicates the rate-limiting step in
translation (from de Smit and van Duin, 1990a).

The mathematical analysis of the obtained data led the authors to conclude
that the efficiency of translation initiation depends on fraction of molecules in which
the ribosome binding site is unfolded and that ribosomes bind only unfolded initiation
sites. The weaker is the structure the more time the RBS is available for ribosome
binding. On the other hand the ribosome binding to the unfolded mRNA is dependent
on the affinity of the initiation region for ribosomes, for instance, the strength of SD-
interaction. The higher is the affinity of ribosomes for the initiation site the higher is
probability that the unfolded molecule will be bound by ribosomes. The translation
initiation on structured messengers can therefore be described as a result of continual
competition between formation of the helix and binding to a ribosome (Fig.3).

Interestingly, in in vitro studies it has been found that a SO-interaction is
mechanistically irrelevant for correct initiation (Calogero et aI., 1988). The authors
proposed that under natural conditions the SO-sequence playa crucial role in the
competition between messengers for limited pool of free ribosomes. A support for
such view comes from the finding that the genes bearing mutations inside the SO-
sequence or initiation codon experience more significant decrease in their expression
as the genes mutated outside these regions under conditions of growth in minimal
medium (Jacques et al., 1992).

Another ribosome-mRNA interaction that plays role in the translation
initiation is interaction of ribosomal protein S1 with mRNA. It unfolds mRNA
secondary structures and is particularly required for translation of highly structured
mRNAs (van Dieijen et ai, 1976; Subramanian, 1983). S 1 protein has a preference for
pyrimidine-rich sequence. It has been shown to bind to U-rich sequences present
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upstream from the start of the coat protein gene of the single stranded RNA
bacteriphages fr and Qp. Such If-rich sequences are present in the vicinity of many
efficient E.coli translational starts (Boni et al., 1990). Runs of pyrimidines may act as
enhancers for translation initiation.

Within the prokaryotic genes there are many SD-like sequences followed at a
correct distance by AVG or GVG. This shows that some additional source of
information pinpoints the genuine starts. Statistical analysis (Sherer et al., 1987)
showed that distributions of nucleotides within the ribosome binding is non-random
at several positions other than initiation codon and SD-sequence and in overall the
ribosome binding sites are rich in A and also V. One possibility is that the
information pattern reflects an attempt to keep ribosome binding site free of
secondary structure. On the other hand ribosomes might have a preference for certain
nucleotides or sequences. Other sequences within RBS have been proposed to interact
with 16S rRNA but they either lack an evidence in recognition of a TIR through
rRNA-mRNA interactions or the experimentally data are contradictory (reviewed by
McCarthy and Gualerzi, 1990; Sprengart and Porter, 1997). At least some of these so-
called translational enhancers may serve as binding sites for S1 protein (Tzareva et
af., 1994; Ringquist et al., 1995).

The single stranded RNA bacteriophages

The single stranded RNA bacteriophages (Zinder, 1975) such as MS2 contain
single-stranded RNA genome encapsidated in a shell, composed of 180 copies of coat
protein and a single molecule of the A protein. Basing on several criteria they are
classified in four groups. Groups I and II are similar and collectively referred as
group A and also groups III and IV are closely related (group B). Phage MS2 is
representative of the first group. Its single stranded RNA genome (see at Fig.5) is
3569 nucleotide long and contains four genes. The maturation (A) protein is present
as one copy per virion and is required infection. The coat (C) protein is the major
structural component of virion, the product of the lysis (L) gene is needed for cell
lysis and the replicase (R) protein serves RNA replication. Group B phages lack
separate lysis protein (lysis function these phages performs maturation protein) and
contain additional readthrough protein.

Infection cycle
The infection cycle of an RNA phage have been studied on group B phages

and is depicted in Figure 4 (Biebricher & Eigen, 1987; as adapted by Olsthoom,
1996). Phages attach to the F pili of the E.coli cell via maturation protein and eject its
RNA into the bacteria through the central channel of the pilus. Once the (Plus)-strand
RNA genome is inside the cell, the phage development starts. The level and timing of
phage gene expression is carefully controlled and tightly coordinated with replication.

After entry the cell RNA first serves as messenger for the coat gene
translation which RBS is the only one available to ribosomes on intact phage RNA.
Translation initiation regions of other three genes are hidden by phage RNA
secondary structure. Ribosomes translating the coat message disrupt a secondary
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structure that occludes the initiation site of the replicase cistron. The replicase protein
is produced and replication may start.

Phage RNA replication involves a protein complex, the replicase holoenzyme,
that consists of the phage-encoded replicase subunit and for proteins of the host cell,
elongation factors EF-Tu and EF-Ts, ribosomal protein SI and a protein called host
factor (HF). It has been shown that replication cannot occur on an RNA molecule that
is being translated (Kolakofsky and Weismann, 1971). Before the replication begins
the phage RNA must be cleared from ribosomes. The replicase holoenzyme attaches
to the initiation region of the coat protein gene. The binding most probably mediated
by S I protein (Boni et al., 1990) that is a component of both ribosome and replicase
holoenzyme. Since the coat RBS is the only one accessible for direct translation
initiation the replicase binding to the coat TIR prevents the ribosome binding to the
phage RNA and replication can proceed.

Replication proceeds via synthesis of a free plus and minus strands. Since no
double-stranded RNA replication intermediate occurs, proteins can be synthesized
from nascent RNA plus-strands. During synthesis of plus strands, the RBS of the
maturation protein is temporarily accessible and small amount of maturation protein
is produced. The lysis protein is synthesized at a low level throughout the infection
and its translation is coupled to that of the coat gene. As the coat protein
concentration rises it binds to the replicase start region and physically excludes
ribosomes from further initiation of the replicase synthesis. At about 20 min post
infection the replicase synthesis is fully shut off. As the concentration of phage
structural components builds up phage assembly begins. The phages are released
from bacteria after disruption of the cell wall by the phage lysis activity.

Control of the gene expression
The coat protein gene is abundantly expressed throughout the infection to

satisfy phage needs for huge amounts of the protein. The three other phage-encoded
proteins are required in small quantities and their synthesis is temporarily regulated.
A major role in control is played by phage RNA secondary structure which can deny
access of ribosomes to translational start regions (reviewed by van Duin, 1988; de
Smit & van Duin, 1991).

The maturation protein gene
The maturation (A) protein is needed only one copy per vmon and its

synthesis accordingly is kept at a low level. The translation of the A protein gene is
restricted to nascent plus strands. In completed RNA chains its translational start is
hidden by secondary structure that arises from a basepairing between the RBS of the
A protein gene and an internal A protein gene coding sequence. When however the
phage RNA is being replicated, the inhibitory folding needs some time to be formed.
This delay in folding allows the ribosomes afford the binding to the TIR of the
maturation gene and thus to produce the required amounts before the start is shout
down by the secondary structure. Such a model has been in literature for a long time
(Fiers et ai, 1975; Robertson & Lodish, 1970) and recently was shown to be correct
(Groeneveld et al., 1995; Poot et al., 1997).
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The coat protein gene
Except for the competition between ribosome and replicase for the ribosome

binding site described above the synthesis of the coat protein is not negatively
regulated in any way. The coat gene RBS (de Srnit & van Duin, 1991) that adopts a
simple hairpin structure (see p.I? in RESUl, TS) with the start codon in the loop and
the SD-region in the stem. This secondary structure in native sequence context does
not interfere with the efficiency of translation initiation. Destabilization of the stem
beyond wild type level did not 'lead to increased protein yields whereas stabilization
of hairpin, no matter how achieved, causes translation to fall.
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It appears that the phage RNA is designed in such a way to maximally activate
the coat gene RBS. The phage genome region of some 1200nt that precedes the coat
gene RBS about 30 times stimulates the coat protein synthesis as compared to the
situation when it is absent or substituted by the phage-unrelated sequence. The
progressive shortening of this region leads to gradual decrease in coat protein
synthesis. Thus, in these truncated constructs the stability of the hairpin restricts the
ribosome access to the coat gene start. It can be said that translation initiation region
of MS2 coat gene expands over thousand or so nucleotides. How the upstream RNA
achieves this stimulation is not evident but de Smit & van Duin (1994) provided
several possible explanations.

The lysis protein gene
The translation of the coat gene is needed to produce the lysis protein

(Schmidt et al, 1987). This translational coupling is enforced by a strong hairpin
structure that involves the RBS of the lysis gene and prevents ribosome binding to the
translational start. The current model is that some ribosomes terminating the coat
translation reach the L start by random lateral movement along the mRNA and re-
initiate at the lysis start. Interestingly, the aminoacids encoded by coat-lysis overlap
and the coat-replicase intercistronic region are dispensable for the protein function
that hints on a merely regulatory role of the 'unnecessary' gene extension. The
biological significance of the coat/lysis coupling that probably lies within both
preventing the cell disruption unless the virion formation has reached a sufficient
height and the above described switching between phage RNA translation and
replication has been demonstrated by Klovins and others (1997).

The replicase protein gene
The control of the replicase gene expression is rather sophisticated. First,

translation of the upstream coat gene is needed to activate the ribosome binding site
of the replicase gene. As the concentration of coat protein rises it binds to the specific
hairpin structure that adopts the initiation site of the replicase gene and represses
translation again. Both the molecular mechanism of the coat-replicase translational
coupling and especially the interaction of the phage coat protein with the replicase.

The translational coupling between the coat protein and the replicase gene was
deduced from the observation that early amber mutation at codon 6 of the coat gene
prevents the replicase synthesis whereas late amber mutation at codon 50 does not
have such an detrimental effect on the replicase gene translation (Horiuchi, 1975).
Once MS2 RNA sequences became known the first structural model to rationalize
these observations was proposed (Min Jou et al., 1972). In this model the coat gene
1409-1423 coat gene sequence was postulated to basepair with the replicase ribosome
binding site. Berkhout & van Duin (1985) further analyzed the control mechanism
using MS2 cDNA clones and confirmed the MJ-model. It was found that deletion of
the proposed coat gene regulatory segment uncouples replicase translation. This and
further analysis of the MS2 RNA secondary structure (Skripkin et al., 1990) led to
suggest the long-distance interaction of 6-7 basepairs as the molecular basis for the
control mechanism (see p.18 in RESULTS). This MJ-interaction was later proved to
be correct exploiting basepair substitution analysis on partial MS2 cDNA clones (van
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Himbergen et aI., 1993). The MS2 RNA structure model presented in Results is an
improved version (Groeneveld, 1997) of the Skripkins' model and in the region of the
replicase TIR differs by the presence of YO-interaction that in the oldest model was
absent.

The other control mechanism operates later in infection. The coat protein of the
bacteriophage interacts with the stem-loop structure, often designated as translational
operator, that adopts the replicase translation initiation region and represses the
translation of the replicase cistron (Bernardi & Spahr, 1972). This interaction has been
extensively studied and the structural requirements in RNA for efficient binding are
known in details (Uhlenbeck et ai., 1983; Romaniuk et al., 1987) (see p.18, RESULTS).
The exact secondary structure is essential but the sequence is not. The hairpin must
contain the bulged purine at specific position and the ANY A tetraloop (N-any nucleotide,
Y-pyrimidine). The location of this translational operator is conserved and its affinity for
coat protein is conserved among RNA phages of various groups, although the structural
requirements are specific for representatives of different groups (Witherel et ai, 1991).
This same interaction was thought to be necessary for phage RNA encapsidation (Beckett
& Peabody, 1988) but Peabody demonstrated recently (1997) that the coat protein
interaction is not required for encapsidation of the genome.

13



GENERAL METHODS

Assay of the formation of translation initiation complex in vitro
The filter-binding assay was used to measure the activity of template

oligoribonucleotides - analogs of the replicase gene TIR in 70S ribosome binding. RNA
was incubated with dissociated ribosomes in the presence of purified translation initiation
factors and 35S-labeled fMet-tRNA. The mixture was then filtered through nitrocellulose
filter. The ribosomes and the initiation complexes are retarded on the filter. The amount
of ribosome-bound 35S label is proportional to the amount of ribosome-bound template
RNA (Berzins et al., 1988).

Evolution experiments
The evolutionary approach (Olsthoom, 1996, Olsthoom et al., 1994) was used to

reveal both the mRNA features essential for translation initiation and the biological
significance of certain regulatory phage RNA structures. It rests on the lack of a
proofreading activity of the phage RNA polymerase (the replicase). As a consequence the
misincorporation frequencies in RNA phage genomes are very high (l 0-3_ 10-4 per
nucleotide per replication (Batschelet et al., 1976)) and these result in an extremely
heterogeneous RNA phage population (Domingo et al., 1978). Natural selection excludes
the non-viable variants and leads to the survival of good ones. Because there is a constant
'supply' of deviant virus genotypes by the error-prone replication new variants are
continuously tested by natural selection and as a result RNA viruses may change very
rapidly and adapt to new conditions and mutational perturbations with amazing easy.

The experimental approach consists in modifying a known or suspected RNA
sequence/structure feature by mutational perturbations that reduce phage viability without
abolishing it completely (at least in a sense that the phage can yield viable progeny by the
error-prone replication). Progeny phages are then observed through number of growth
cycles to evolve back to high viability and analyzed with regard to the accumulated
spontaneous mutations compensating for the initial perturbation. Those containing such
compensatory are often called pseudo-revertants.

Directed mutations, either distinct or random, were introduced in phage MS2 RNA
genome via its full-length cDNA copy that is present on a plasmid behind the inducible
PL promoter of the phage. The advantage of 'random' approach is that it allows generate
many different cDNA variants of the RNA feature under scrutiny in a single step. The
plasmid yields viable phage and is maintained in Ecoli F- host cells. The phages are
released from bacteria but the host cells cannot be re-infected because they lack F pili.
The produced mutants are then used to infect Ecoli F+ bacteria and their evolutionary
adaptations by suppressor mutations are recorded. Typically, many mutants of an RNA
property are monitored that allows to reveal common rules and essential features in an
evolutionary analysis.
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In vivo measurements of the replicase gene expression
To assess the effect of both initial and compensatory mutations on the replicase gene

translation cDNA fragments of the phage genome were cloned in an expression vector
(van Himbergen et al., 1993) where the lacZ gene is fused to the 3' -portion of the
replicase gene (RlacZ). The replicase expression was measured as the P.galatosidase
activity of RlacZ fusion protein by a conventional method (Miller, 1972). In that method
the P.galatosidase activity is revealed from the extent of breakdown of its colorless
substrate ONPG that is converted by the enzyme into a yellow-colored product. The
intensity of the color depends on the concentration of the enzyme in the sample.



RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION

In vitro data

The ribosome binding site on bacteriophage MS2 RNA contains translational start
codon AUG near the middle and putative SD-sequence at a distance of 6-7 nucleotides.
There are two variants for the SO-interaction between the replicase gene TIR and 16S
rRNA. One involves the rnRNA template sequence 5' -UGAGGA-3' that can basepair
with the very 3'-end of the 16S rRNA - 3'-AUUCCU-5', the other is interaction of the
5'-GAGG-3' sequence with the 3'-CUCC-5' region of rRNA. It is not clear which one
takes place during translation initiation in the cell.

1. AAACAUGAGGAUUACCCAUGUCGAAGACAACAAAG
2. AAACAUGAGGAUUACCCAUG
3. CAACAUGAGGAAUACCCAUG
4 . AACAUGAGGAAUACCCAUG
5. AUGAGGAAUACCCAUG
6. UGAGGAAUACCCAUG

Figure 1. The RBS of the phage MS2 replicase gene (1), the RNA fragments ofMS2 and fr that retain full
template activity (2-5) initiation site for phage MS2 and the minimal sequence exerting a reasonable
ribosome binding (6). The replicase gene start codon is in bold, a variant ofSD-sequence is underlined.

Previous studies on MS2 and related phage fr (Berzin et al., 1978; Borisova et al.,
1979; Berzin et al., 1982; Renhof et al., 1985) had led to show that the fragments in
length of 20 nucleotides (Fig. 1, sequences 2 and 3, respectively) exert the same
functional activity in ribosome binding as the whole RBS. Thus all of the information
essential for efficient initiation of replicase synthesis is contained within 17 nt region
preceding the translational start. MS2 and fr RNA differs at two positions in the shown
sequence but these deviations have no influence on affinity of mRNA for ribosome.

In order to determine more precisely the 5' -boundary of an active replicase gene TIR
progressively shortened templates (Fig. 1, templates 4-6) were used in filter binding assay.
The results showed that 16 nt long fragment (template 5) retains full activity in driving
the formation of the 70S-initiation complex. The shortest of used variants exerted
lowered but still reasonable template activity (sequence 6).

The mutational analysis revealed the UGAGGA sequence as that responsible for
ribosome binding with high affinity. The substitutions in this region leaves the template
no or only a low activity. More precise mapping would be needed to dissect the effects of
particular nucleotides or short sequences contained within this fragment on the efficiency
of ribosome binding.

The essential conclusion from in vitro data applied later in evolutionary studies is that
mutations outside UGAGGA sequence and AUG codon should not directly in a sequence
specific manner affect the efficiency of the initiation of the replicase protein synthesis.
On the other hand the elimination of the UGAGGA sequence must prevent efficient
translation of the replicase gene.
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Evotutionary studies

Translation initiation region of the phage coat protein gene
The start of the coat protein gene adopts a simple hairpin structure (Fig.2). The

data of expression studies on partial MS2 cDNA clones had indicated (de Smit & van
Duin, 1990) that the stability of this hairpin is important for the coat gene expression.
Any mutation that increased the strength of the coat initiator hairpin reduced the coat
protein yield. On the other hand the destabilization of the structure had no effect on coat
gene translation. Thus, the strength of the hairpin appeared just weak enough to unabated
translation and it suggested that the hairpin has evolved the highest stability compatible
with maximal ribosome loading.
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Figure 2. Structure and evolution of coat initiator hairpin.

To examine the presumed tuning of this helix stabilizing and destabilizing
mutations were introduced in live phage and the evolution of mutants to high viability
was monitored. It was observed that both types of mutations are strongly selected against
and the phage fast reverts to hairpin stability that is close or the same as that of wild type
without adopting the native sequence (Fig.2). These results provide evidence on the
biological significance of the presumed tuning of the stability of the coat initiation
hairpin. The return of the stabilized hairpins to the wild type stability arises from the need
to synthesize adequate amounts of coat protein. The reason why destabilized hairpins are
also selected against is not presently understood. The results also show that except for the
translational start codon and the SD-sequence the efficiency of the coat gene translation
initiation is not affected by primary sequence of the RBS but strongly depends on the
strength of its secondary structure.
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Translation initiation region of the replicase protein gene
The replicase protein is limited to only a small burst early in infection. The

negative control is accomplished by repressor - phage coat protein binding to the
replicase initiator hairpin and long-distance MJ-interaction between a coat gene segment
and replicase translational start region (Fig.3).

(i) By site directed mutagenesis we randomized the 1746-1760 sequence of the
replicase TIR in phage RNA. With respect to the initiation and control of the replicase
gene translation such mutations have dual effect. First, because the mutated region
includes the SD-sequence, the base changes should turn the initiation region into very
inefficient one. Thus, to ensure an adequate supply of replicase for appropriate RNA
replication the phage RNA mutants must somehow activate the replicase TIR upon
evolution. It was expected to reveal the RNA features of general relevance for translation
initiation. Second, the introduced substitutions destroy the native secondary structure of
the initiation region and the binding of the coat protein to the replicase TIR with high
efficiency is impossible for such phage RNA variants. It was not known whether a
native-like initiator hairpin of the replicase gene is required for the encapsidation of the
phage RNA. And if the phage can survive without it how the pseudorevertants will adapt
the efficiency of the replicase gene translation to the absence of repression.

(ii) Similar 'random' approach was applied to assess the biological significance
of the MJ-interaction for the control of the replicase gene translation. We reasoned if the
LDI is essential for live phage the mutants, in which RNA the Ml-interaction is broken
and consequently the replicase synthesis is activated, should evolve suppression of the
replicase translation again.
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Figure 3. The secondary structure of the replicase gene TIR. The translational start AUG codon, a variant
of SO-sequence as well as the coat gene stop codon are marked by box. The regions that were randomized
are indicated. R I, R2 and CT designates local stem-loop structures. MJ designates the MJ' -jnteraction, YO
designates the 1419-1426/181 0-18117 LOll.
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Phage RNA mutants of SD-sequence and replicase gene initiator hairpin
The results on properties and evolution of mutants of SD-sequence and initiator

hairpin of the replicase gene are presented in Figure 4.
• The many obtained MS2 mutants did not share RNA sequence (SD-box) and structure

(an RNA operator hairpin) features characteristic for the native TIR of the replicase
gene. They also lacked some other SD-sequence in the randomized region and the
replicase synthesis dropped drastically.

The mutations decreased the phage titer by two and more orders of magnitude but
did not prevent the phage production obviating that the replicase synthesis is not
abolished in full. This is consistent with observations that SD-sequence is not an absolute
requirement for translation initiation (Calogero et al., 1988; Melacon et al., 1990; Boni et
al., 1991). Another indication given by properties of mutants is that an AUG codon
preceded by non-conventional for the initiation sequences may yield some leakage of
translation depending on the context of the surrounding sequence (presence or absence of
SD-like sequences AAG, GO etc) and, especially, structure.
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Figure 4. Properties and evolution of mutants of the replicase geneTIR.
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• The evolution of phages followed a straightforward sequence pattern. Thus, out of 28
suppressor mutations (Firg.5) evolved by various pseudorevertants more than half
resulted in guanosine nucleotides. The sequence analysis revealed that this biased
content of the suppressor mutations originates in creation of various SD-regions in the
replicase initiation site.
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Figure 5. The biased content of the suppressor mutations.

In the above evolutionary analysis the SD-region clearly emerged as the main
positive determinant of a prokaryotic TIR. This finding is in line with well-known role of
SD-sequence in translation initiation (Gold, 1988; Dreyfus, 1988; de Smit and van Duin,
1944). We found neither any other common sequence-specific pattern nor a pronounced
nucleotide bias, except for SD-related guanosine nucleotides. This shows that the
specificity of suppressor mutations per se has played no significant role in evolution of
replicase TIR from false to true.
• Another distinct property of most of the adapted phage RNA variants was the lack of

a translational operator hairpin (secondary structure models a and b, Fig.S), whereas a
feasible structural feature in number of instances was evolution of partially
resembling structures (hairpins b, Fig.4). We suggest that such hairpins may serve as
a low affinity binding sites for phage coat protein.

• In either of the examined cases the replicase gene translation in pseudorevertants was
relatively high as compared to their progenitors but relatively low as compared to
wild type. The yield of replicase did not correlate with the 'strength' of SD-sequence
and the access of the replicase gene start was strongly influenced by phage RNA
structure. It is conceivable that the limited activation of the replicase production
represent a phage adaptation to the absence of efficient repression of the replicase
gene translation by phage coat protein.
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Translational coupling
Manuscript 5 describes a study intended to reveal whether the MJ-interaction

possesses the biological significance for the control of the replicase gene translation. The
answer turned out to be positive. We found that phage mutants, in which RNA the MJ-
interaction was destroyed, evolved the suppressor mutations placing the replicase gene
under translational control again. For some of the pseudorevertants lacking the MJ-
interaction the exact molecular basis for the renewed control is not evident. Yet, one
particular suppressor mutation U 1817C that was acquired by the mutant phage RNA most
frequently indicated the regulatory implication of another RNA-RNA long-distance
interaction, the 1419-1426/1810-1817 (YO-interaction) LOI, in translational control of
the phage MS2 replicase gene.

A principal support for this possibility was obtained later and is summarized in·
Figure 5. The mutations that disrupt the feasible control LOI but preserve the encoded
aminoacids were introduced in the coat gene and cloned both in an expression vector and
infectious MS2 cDNA copy. In the expression vector the two mutations about twice
increase the replicase synthesis as compared to wild type. Another evidence in the role of
YO-interaction in the control of the replicase gene translation was provided by two types
of pseudorevertants, which arose during evolution of the mutant phage. Several of its
progeny phages contained the U1817C suppressor mutation that was dominant in the MJ-
analysis (Rev.2) but in one particular case we monitored the exchange of the replicase
gene initiation AUG codon to GUG codon (Rev.3) that provide another evidence in the
participation of the YO-interaction in the replicase gene control. In agreement with data
of others (Looman & Knippenberg, 1986; Khudyakov et al., 1988) we found that GUG
reduce the translation as compared to AUG some 2-3 times. Several descendants of the
mutant partially reverted to wild type RNA sequence (Rev.l ) and they are therefore
uninformative.
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Figure 6. Properties of mutants and pseudorevetants of the YO-interaction. The initial mutations are in
gray while suppressor mutations in black boxes. Exp. ~ the efficiency of the replicase gene expression
relatively to the witd type.
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Conclusions

1. The essential information for the efficient initiation of the replicase gene translation in
phage MS2 and fr RNA is located within a short 16 nucleotide RNA fragment that
contains the initiation AUG codon and the SD-sequence.

2. The precise stability of the hairpin that contains the translation initiation codon and
the SD-sequence of the phage MS2 coat protein gene is essential for the phage
viability.

3. Except for the SD-sequence and translation initiation codon the efficiency of the coat
protein gene translation is not affected by other primary sequences within its
ribosome binding site.

4. The SD-sequence is the major positive determinant of the translation initiation
process in Escherichis coli as revealed by evolution of the mutants of the phage MS2
RNA replicase gene 11R. Other primary sequences within the ribosome binding site
are not of general relevance for the initiation process, except for the translational start
codon.

5. SD-sequence is not an absolute requirement for translation initiation in vivo.

6. The global secondary structure of the phage MS2 RNA exerts strong negative effect
on the efficiency of the replicase gene translation.

7. The interaction of the phage MS2 coat protein with the ribosome binding site of the
replicase gene is not required for the encapsidation of the phage genome.

8. The long-distance RNA-RNA MJ-interaction between the internal segment of the
phage MS2 coat protein gene and!the start region of the replicase gene is essential for
the control of the replicase gene translation. Another LDI between the coat protein
and the replicase protein genes participates in this regulation.
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NUCLEOSIDES & NUCLEOTIDES, 14(3-5), 1047-1048 (1995)

TEMPLATE ACTIVITY OF OLiGORIBONUCLEOTIDES SYNTHESIZED BY THE
PHOSPHORAMIDITE METHOD USING 2'·O-TETRAHYDROFURANYL AND

2'-O-TETRAHYDROPYRANYL PROTECTING GROUPS

E.Stankevich, V.Kumplns, N.Licis, J.Klovins. V.Berzin
Biomedical Research and Study Centre, University of Latvia,

1 A.KirhensteinaSlr., LV-1067, Riga, Latvia

Abstract. Solid-phase synthesis and lunctional activity 01 oligoribonucleotides cont~ining
native and modified translation initiation region (TIR) of phage MS2 and Ir RNA replicase
gene have been investigated.

Solid-phase synthesis of lS·24 membered oligoribonucleotides was carried out with
a Pharmacia Gene Assembler. Tetrahydro,pyranyl (Thp) and tetrahydrofuranyl (Thf)
groups were employed lor the 2'-hydroxyl protecting. We combined them with the use of
5'-dimethoxytrit~1 (DMTr) groups. Nucleoside phosphoramidite units were prepared Irom
2'-O-tetrahydropyranyl (or tetrahydroruranyl) suitable base-protected nucleoside deriva-
tives using bis(diisopropyl'amino)methoxyphosphine. CPG-SSO and Bio-Glas-SOD served
as solid supports lor the synthesis of oligoribonucleotides. nil now the combination of the
acid-labile 2'-OThp (or 2'-OThl) and 5'·ODMir was recommended only for the synthesis
of short oligomers due to Itheir unstability during chain elongation.'

The longer oligoribonucleotides (21 mers) were obtained by means of phospho-
ramidite approach using the levulinyl group for the protection 01 S'-OH group and Tnt tor
2'_OH.2,3 .

We performed the coupling-in CH3CN during 3 min in the presence or1-H-tetrazole.
-Dichloroacetic acid (1%) in dichloromethane was used for the removal of the DMTr group.

After cleaving from the support and deprotection ~ith cone. aqueous NH3 oligomers
were separated by FPLC (Ca column) and alter treating with 80% CH3COOH on a CI8
column. All synthetic templates were sequenced enzymatically.

The synthetic oligoribonucleotides were used to investigate the specific interaction
between ribosome and TIR of the prokariotic mRNA. Based on the previous studies of
template activity of short fragments of phage MS2 and fr RNA containing TIR of the
replicase gene, the approximate structure of the initiation region has been determined.4

The latter contains the initiation codon and a 5'-sequence from it not exceeding 17
nucleotides and containing the Shine-Dalqarno sequence, We also studied oligoribonu-
cleotides containing native and modified TiII:rs 0'1 phage MS2 and Ir replicase qene.
F unctlonally active 20mer If~A(-17 ~ 3) have been selected for the template modifications
v,ith nucleotide substitutions and deletion, This ANA lraqrnent contains the initiator AUG,
the native SO region and 7 adjacent S'-terminal nucleotides (Tab!e}.

Nucleotides within this region were changed by enzymatic or chemical syntheuc
mel'hods Oliqorner s 1 and 2 with the base changes in the spacer region of TIA and at the
S'terminus had hi,gh temp'late activity. The shortening o,f a sequence at the S'-end of
frR(· f7 --; 3) up to 16 mer f,~R(-13 --) 3) also has no influence on the effeclivi!y of translauon
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1048 STANKEVICH ETAL.

TABLE. Template activity of phage fr RNA fragments containing TIR of replicase gene

Presence of TIR elemenl!>!>lNclule Relative
OIigotibonucleotide Terminator activil)'. "I.

AclualAUG
UGA

Sequenceof TIIU in NriVt:
II R(·17-.)) • • • • 100
S'CAACAUGAGGAAUACCCAUGJ'

MS2 R(·17-.)) • • 100
S'AAACAUGAGG,\UUACCCAUG')'
S)'nlht'ric:
lAAACAUGAGGAAUACCCAUG • + 100
2AAACAUGAGGAAAACCCAUG + + + 95

JAAACAUGAAGAAUACCCAUG + + 27
4 AAACAUCAACAAAACCCAUG 2;
SAAACACCACC~\AACCCAUG \\

6 AACAUGAGGAAUACCCAUG + + • \00

7 AUGAGGAAUACCCAUG + • \00

8 UGAGGAAUACCCAUG • + + 59

9 UCACCAAUACCCAUG + 9

Ribosomebinding activities 01 oligoribonucleotideswere compared at 40 pmol of input template.
Actual initiation codonof replicasegene is bold, the putative SOsequenceis underlined, sequence
AUGA of overfappingout-et-trame AUG and terminator coelonsis markedwith upper line.
Oligoribonudeotides 1·5 were products of enzymatic synthesis, templates 6-9 were obtained from
sofd-phase synthesis.
Nucleotide substitutionsare in bold type.

initiation complex formation. Loosing of thenext S··lerminal nucleotide (oligonucleotide 8)
causes a decrease in activity. Base changes (G -+ A) leading to the modification of SO
region (oligomers 3 and 4) sharply decrease the lemplate activity. Single base changes
(U.12 to C.l2l completely inactivate the template. In the latter case the out-ot-lrame
initiation codon AUG and terminator UGA in AUGA sequence close to the S··end of SO
sequence were' eliminated.

These results suggest that the 70S ribosomal initiation complex formed by template
oligonucleotide with start codon and the native Snine-Dalqamo tetranucleotide AGGA can
be enhanced by presence of the AUGA sequence 01overlapping initiation and termination
codons.
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15 - l!9-3BEHHLIE CHHTEmQECKHE OJIHrOPHIiOHYKJIEOTH.,lU»I
KAK MO,lJ;EJIHHHHUHATOPHOrO Y'lAcrKA TPAHCJImlHlI

rEBA PEUJIHKA3LI cI»ArA fr
e 1995 r, B. X. KYMnHHbW, H. r,JIH~HC,P.~. PeHXo~,

3. H. CTaBKeBH"I, B. M. liep3BBL*
J1CCJleOo611mellbCKUUU y'Ie6Hbul uenmp 6UOMeOU~UHbl, Yuueepcumem Jlameuu,

JIamaUR, LV 1067, PUla, YII. A. Kupxentumeiina, J
Flocrynana B peAaKI.\HIO 05.12.94 r.

Flposenen aBTOMaTH<feCKHHTBepAoq,a3HblH CHtrre3 onaropacoayxaeorxnos AJlHHOA 15 - 19 H. o. C HC-
nonb30BaHHeM 5'-O-AHMeTOKCHrpHTHn-2'-O-(2-TeTpaI"H,lQ>OIlHpaHRn)- (RnH 2'-0-(2-TeTparH,llJ>ocPypa-
HHn»-N-aIUUlpH60HyXJleo3HA-3'-Q-(MeTHJI-N ,N-JPlH30npollBJl)q,ocq,aMHABTJlblx cmrronoa H I-H-TeTpa-
sona B xaxecrae aKTHBHpYlOutero areirra, CpUJUITeJlLHLIA aaanas MaTpIl'lHOA aKTBBHOCI'HCHHTe3HpO-
BaHHblX 0J1HropH60Hyl{Jle~o8 - MOAe.neii HHHLtHaTOpHoro Y'IaCTKa TPaH~ rena pennaxaasr
q,aros MS2 H fT nOKa3aJ1, 'ITO MHHHMaJlLHLIM aKTHBHhlM q,parMeHTOM PHK JlBJUlCTOI 16-'lJteHHLIA nyx-
neoran, coAep~ ~aTOpHLlii AUG-KOAoH rena, KOpoTKHA cneAcep B AOMeH llIaAHa-,ll,anbrapHo,
a TalOKe 5'-KOHyeBYIO rrocnenoaa'rensnocrs AUGA C q,YHKLtHOHaJlbHOBaJIWb.lM TepMHHaTOpHLIM KOAO-
HOMAUG.

KJJIO'le6ble CJI08Il: 5'-0-3u.MemoKcumPUlflWl-2' -0-(2 -mempaluopotjJyptlHUJl)- (UJIU 2'-0-(2 -mempazuopo-
nUpaHUII))-N-a~pu60HY1CMo3Uo-3'-0-( MemUJI-N,N-iJUU3onp0nUJl)tjJoajJaMui'Jumbl; OIlUZOHyKJJeOmui'JbI,
XUMU'leCKUUcuumes; MPHK-MOOe/lU; q,azo8ble PHK, uampuunan aKmU6HOCmb tjJpalMeHm08.

Cnenadraxecxoe a3aBMOAeACTBHe pB6ocoMbl C
Y'IaCTKOM 'HHH~aQIIH TpaHc:mu:nm aa npoxapaora-
'1eCKHX MPHK SlBIDleTCSI K.nIO'leBOH CTaAHeH, onpe-
AeJISlIO~eB TO'lHOCTb H 3<t><t>eKTHBHOCTb C'IlITbIBa-
HHSI MaTpHqLI. OCHoBHble crpyxrypasre 3JIeMeHTbl
caiiTa CBSI3blBaHIDI pH6ocoMbl - aaanaaropasra KO-
AOH AUG (penxo GUG HJIH DUG), nocnenoaarens-
HOCTb IUaBHa-AaJIbrapHo, cneAcep Me~ ynOMSl-
uyTblMH .QeTepMHHaHTaMH MaTpHqbl, a TalOKe onpe-
.QeJIeHHM BTOpH'IHaSI crpyxrypa HHHqHaTOpHoro
Y'IaCTKa [ 1, 2]. OAHaKo pesynsrarsr CTaTHCTH'IeCKO-
ro ananaaa [3] H naaasre 3KCnepHMeHTaJIbHbIX HC-
cnenosauaa <l>YHKqHOHaJIbHOH aKTHBHOCTH psna
Y'IaCTKOB HHHQHaqHu TpaHCJISlquH [4 - 9] y6e.QHTeJIb-
HO nOKa3bIBalOT, 'ITO xposse BblIlleynoMSluyTblx ne-
TepMHHaHTOB B npouecce HHHQHaQHH Y'IaCTBYIOT H
npyrae nOCJIenOBaTeJIbHOCTH MPHK, pacnonoscen-
Hble pHnOM co CTapTOBblM KOAOHOM. B HaIllHX npe-
nsrnyutax nyonaxauaax [4, 10] 6blno nOKa3aHO, 'ITO
MHHHManbHblH <l>YHKQHOHaJIbHO aKTHBHblH yl{aCTOK
HHHLUlal..(HH TpaHCllHQHH rena pertnuxaaut eparOB
MS2 H fr jlllHHOH B 20 HyKneoTHnOB conepxcar HC-
THHHblH KOnOH HHHI.(Hal.(HH H TeTPaHyKJleOTHn WaH-
Ha-JlaJll,rapllo.

("OKpaIIlCIIHW Thf - 2-TcTparHllpo<pypaHHIl. Thp - 2-Tt:71JarHIl-

p"lIHr<llIH.~. DMAP - IlHMCTHllaMHllonHpHIlHII. TEAA - TpH-
J r H.'I ~1"'1M( )JIHHaUt:Tti"l

.• '\I1-r')f1 :I."l~ IICrCTlHCKU

B HaCTo~eA pa6o're C I:(eJIblO 60nee nonpooao-
. ro H3Y'IeHHSl ncex crpYKTYPHblX AerepMHHaHTOB
ananaanaa 6bIJI paspatioraa H npoaenea XHMH'Iec-
KHii CHHTe3 PSlAa OJIBropH60ayKJle<YI'HAoB, conepsca-
max HaTHBHble H qeJIeHanpaBJIeHHO H3MeHeHHbIe
nOCJleAOBaTeJIbHOCTH yqaCTKa aaanaanaa, H myqe-
aa ax 3KTHBHOCTb B CBSl3bIBaHBll pH6ocoM (oepaso-
BaHHH paoocoaaoro KOMI1JleKca ananaarraa).

TIOJIY'IeHHble naaasre CBHAereJIbCTBYIQT, 'ITO
70S-KOMllJIeKC HH~~ 3<1><I>eKTHBHOo6pa3YeTCSI
aa 16-'IJleHHoB HYKJIe<>THWIoii MHHHMaJIbHOH MaT-
p~e, KOTOpM xposse HCTBHHOro AUG-KoAoHa H no-
cneAoBaTeJIbHOCTH Illaana-Ilansrapao conepscrr
TalOKe paCnOJImKeHHbIH aa S'-Kouqe TeTpaHyKlleo-
THA AUGA, COOTBeTCTBYIO~ii nepexpsraasorrraacs
nocnenosarem.nocrsoa KbAOHOB HHHqHaqHH H rep-
MHHaQHH.

TaepOO¢a3H.bIU CUHme3
uampu-ouax onuroputionyscneomuooe

Cyurecrseaasre pe3ynbTaTbi B CHHTe3e onaropa-
6oHyKlleoTHnoB B HaCTOHll.I,ee epesia nOCTIlrHYTbl
npa aapaunraauaa uena na TBepnOH epa3e epocepaMH-
nHTHblM MeTOnOM npa COl{eTaHHH mpem-6YTHJlUH-
MeTHllcHlIHllbHOH 3all.l,HTHOH rpynrn.r nJlH 2'-OH H
MOlfOMCTOKCHTPHTHJl bHOH HllH ::lHMCTOKCHTPHTHIl b-
IfOH rpyrIrlbl f\IlH 5'-rHf\pOKCHllil [ II. 12]. Onuaxo
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15 - 19-3BEHHbIE CHHTETHQECKHE onHroPHBOHYK1lEOTHJlbl

BblAeneHBe KOHe'IIILIX npo~KTOB OCJIO)KHeHO(B OT-
JlB'lBe OT MeTOAa c npBNeHeHBeN ~eT8JlbHbIX 2'-{)-
3a~HTHb1X rpynn) He06xOARMOCTbIO O'IBCTICBuene-
soro OJiRroUYKJIeOTRAa OT TeTpa6yrHJ1aMMOHRA-
eproPHAa, KOTOpblB RCnOJlb3YeTOl AJiSIO11IlenJleHBR
mpem-6yrHJlABMeTBJICRJIDnbHOA rpyrmsr. ECTb TaK-
:lICeAaHHble 0 npBMeHeHBH S'-O-JleBYJlBHB1IbROA aa-
1l{IITH0ArpyIIIIbl BMecro rpyrm TpBTBJIbHOro TRIIa B
coqeT8HHB C 2'-Q-al\eT8JIbHOA rpyrmoA [13], 'lI'O, OA-
HaKO, CHJIbHOOCJIO:lKHRJlOcaM OJlBfOPBOOuyKJleoTHA-
Obll CHHTe30Ilpaaeaeaae HyKJIe03BAOB,COAepXC3.Il\HX
33MemeHHble 4-MeroKcmmnepHJnlJIbHLle rpyrmsr B
xasecrse 2'-O-3~1 [14 - 16], TaJOKe orpaaaseao
R3-33 MHorocTaAHiiHoro CBlITe33 RCXOAHbIXcoenaae-
HBiio Cnenyer ynowmyTb 0 CBlITe3e ·6 - 19-3BeHHbIX
oJiRfOpH60uyKJIeOTHAOB H-¢KxxPoHaTHblM MeTO-
AoM C HCnOJlb30BaHHeM S'-O-ARMeTOKcBTpBTHJI-2'-
O-(2-TeTpanmp<>lIBpaHHJI)-N -a~pB60B)'XJleo3BA-
3'-H-epoeepoHaTOB [17]. Mbi Bbl6paJIB CO'leTaHBe
KHCJlOTOna6DnbHbIX S'-Q-ABNeTOKCIlTpBTBJIbHOA B
2'-Q-(2-TeTp3I'BAPO<l>ypaHBJIbHoA) (Dna 2-TeTparBA-
POlIHpaBBJIbBOH) rpymr B ~aMBAB"nroM CBBTe3e.
Bbl60p CAeJiaH BOnpeKR ymePJlCAeRRlO [18 - 21], 'ITO
npRMeHeHBe 3TBX 3a~ He D03BOm.eT D0JI}"I8TL

921

OJlBfOpR60uyKJIeOTRAbl AJiRHOl 60nee 12 H. o. ,[(mr
S'-{}-AeTpBTBJIRpOBaHBJI BO H36e)K38Be '1aCTll'llloro
O11IlenneHBR Thf- R Thp-rpynn Mbl npBMeIDlJlH 1%
CHCI2C02H B CH2Cl2 (105 MHH) [17].

B xaxecrse HCTHHHOH MaTpRl\hl C nOMO~hlO
<l>epMeHTaTHBHblX MeTOAOB 6blJl CBHTe38pOBaH
<l>y~oHanhHo aKTHBHbIA2Q-'IJIeBHbIii OJIBfOpB60-
HyIUIeOTHAfrR(-17-3) [10], coAep~ craprossra
KOAOHAUG rena peDJlHK83bl, DocneAOBaTeJlbHOCTb
HaTBBHoro cneiicepa H TeTpauyKJle<>TIIA illaiiHa-
AanbrapHo, a TaK:lKe AOnOJlHBTeJlbHO ceMh 5'-KOH-
~eBbJX UYKJIeOTBAOB(Ta6J1Hl\a).

Ilanee npa nOMOIllHMeTOAOBXHMR'IeCKoro CHHTe-
33 [22 - 27], a B aexoropsrx CJJY'IaJIX3H3HMa'I'H'lecKoro
CHHTe33 [10] 6hlJl CRHTe38pOBaH TIUOKepRA OJlBfOpB-
OOHylUleOTHAOBC P33J1B'1HhIMBB3MeHeHIDIMH B uyK-
JleOTHAHoii nOCJleA0BaTeJlhBOCTB MaTpBUbI. qBCTOTY
B nepBIf1IHYIO crpynypy cmrre3HpOBaRIIIdX OJIHrO-
HYJOIe<>TImOBDpoBeP'IJIB IlAAI'-3J1eJl"IPOClx>pe30M
npenaparos B AeHaTYPRp}'lOIIlHXYCJlOBJDIXa 3H3RMa-
TR'IecKIIM ceesenaposaaaea Ma~. DbIJIII cmrre-
38pOBaHLI ABa aaanora HaTBBBoro frR(-17-3), rAe y
0AROro OJIRI'OpaoosyKJleO'l'BAa. (I), S'-Ko~eBOA HYK-
JlCO'1'BAC_17 6bJJ1 33MeHeH aa A..17 ('ITO RaoolOAaeTOl

M8'1'pll'lHaJIaKTHBHOCTL4JparMCJrI'OBPHK $lra fr, oo~ep~ RBBJtR8ropHhU\)"I8crpIC'l'p8HCIIJIltJIlIreaa pellJlBlC83h1*

Ilpacyrcraae 3J1eMCHT8crpyxrypsr )"I8cnca
HHII1tH~ 'l'p8Hcnmum

HHIl1tJI8rop-
HLrAAUG

H8TBBHaJIM8'1'pHlt8:frR (-17 -3)

S' CAACAUGAGGAAUACCCAUG... === +

(I) AAACAUGAGGAAUACCCAUG... --- === +

m) AAACAUGAGGAAAACCCAUG... _-- === +

(III) AAACAUGAAGAAUACCCAUG.. . . === +

(IV) AAACAUGAAGAAAACCCAUG.. . . === +

(V) AAACACGAGGAAAACCC~M~

(VI) AAC~lJ9AGGAAUACCC~~~

(VII) ~\}9AGGAAUACCC~~~

(VIII) UGAGGAAUACCC~kl£i

(IX) UCACCAAUACCCAUG

+

+

+

+

+

nOCJlC~OB8-
TeJIhHOCI'LSD

JlO:lKHLIH
AUG

OrHOCHTeJlLHlUl
llKTHBHOCI'L,%TCpMBHIIH8-

ropUGA

+ + 100+

+ 100+ +

+ 95+ +

+ + 27

+ + 21

II

+ + 100+

+ 100+ +

+ + 59
9

• COCTaB pcaKuHoKHO({ CMCCHCM. "3 xcnep, 'laCTb", KOnH'leCTBO MaTPHl\bl 40 nMonb .

•• HHHUHaTopHblli KOllOH pertnaxaasr nonsepxayr llByMlI 'lepT3MH, nOCJlellOB3TeJlbHOCTb W3liH3-ll.anbr3pHo - OllHOli 'lep-roli, noc-
JlellOBaTCJlbHOCTb AUGA, oopaayxnuaacs OT nepexpsraaiouraxca JlO)l(HOrO xonoua HHHUH3\.lHHAUG H J(OllOHa TepMHHaUHH
UGA, ooolHa4eHa nyHJ(THpOM. OJlHropH60HyJ(JleOTHllbl (I) - (V) lIBJllIlOTCli nponyKTaMH lH1HM3TH'ICCKOro CHHTe13. M3TPHUbl
(VI) - (IX) CHIITCJHpOB3Hbl npa nOMOI1.lHXHMH'lCCJ(HXMCTOllOB. HYKJ1eOTHJ1HbIC J3MeHb' nOK33311'" :.l<HpHbIMWpH¢rrOM.

I;VI()()ITi\IlWlECKi\~ XVlMVI~ TOM 2\ N? 12 1'1<)';
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20 40 60 80
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100

MaTpH'lHlUI aJCTHBHOCTL CRHTeTll"lCCKIIX wO~eJlcl
HRHQHaropHoro )"Iacrn Tp8RCJIJIQHII reaa peDJUlIt83W
ct-ra fro D0Jl)"lCHRWJ: C HCOOOt.30BaHRCW OOHI'OpH60Il)'lt-
nC011lJlOB (I). (Ill), {V).

B ~aTOpHOM ysacrxe <l>araMS2 [4, 10]), a Y APY-
roro, (Il), 6bIna anecena ~OnOJIHBTeJIbU3JIsasseaa
U-saa A-s. Ilanee CUeJIblO 60JIee TO'Uloro ycraaoa-
JIeHWI pona 5'-KoHUeBoH CTpYKTYPbl }"IaCTKa BHB-
UUaqBB 6bIn nonysea PJIAyxopoxeaasrx BapBaHTOB
MaTpBUbI (onaroayxneoranu (VI) - (IX».

Kpoue TOro, 6blllB aaeceasr 3aMeHhI, npBBOASI-
mae K paspynremno paA:oua maAua-,I:(aJIbrapUO
(OJIBroHYKJIeOTB,t{bl(III), (IV) B/BJIB K ynaneaaso
nepexpsraasomaxcs KO~OBOB~~ B TepMB-
aanaa B 6110KeAUGA, pacnonoseeenoa aa 5'-Ko~e
MaTpUUbl. B3JKHOOTMeTBTb, 'ITO Bee 3aMeHbI B ne-
lIeUBB, BBe~eHHbJeB nOCJIe~OBaTe1lbHOCTbBCXO~Uo-
ro frR(-17-3), COXPaHJIJIHHJIB CHWKaJIH CTa6H11b-
HOC'I'1.BTOpBtIHOHCTpYKTYPblMaTpBU.

4>YHK/.4UOHaAbHaJIaxmueuocm»
0J1U20pu6oHYKJ1eOmui)o6

Ilns onpeneneuas <PYHKUHOHa1IbHOHaKTHBHOcrn
Mbl HCnOllb30Ba1IHMeTOA<pHKcaIJ,HHKOMllJ1eKcaRHH-
UHaUHHna MeM6paHHblX<PHnbTPax.H3MepjUJKOJIHqe-
CTBOHHHUHaTopHOH[3SSjfMet-TPH K~~l Ha 70S-pH-
6ocoMax E. coli B npHCYTCTBHHoJIHropH60H)'K.JleOTIf-
nOBB aospacrarourea KOHueH-rpaUHH(pHcyHOK).

KaK BHAHOH3 Ta6JIHUbl, CHHTeTH'-teCKReoriaro-
HyKneontnbl (I) H (II), conepxcaume 3aMeHbl HyKJIe-
OTHnOBB cne acepaosa pauoue H Ha 5'-KoHue HHHUH-
inOr"oro y'raCTK3..1CMOllcrpHrYH)T ALICOKYIOMaT-

pll'lH)'1O aKTHBHOCTb, cpaBHHM}'1O C aKTBBHOCTblO
HCXOAHOroonaroayxneo'rana frR(-17-3). Ynaneaae
5'-KOHLteBbIX3BeHbeB. Bn1IOTb~O 16-'l1IeHHoro 01lH-
roayxneoraaa (VII) (frR(-13-3), conepscamero HHH-
lUIaTOpHblA KOAOHAUG rena pennaxaasr, cneacep H
6110K AUG A aa 5'-Kouue), TaIOKe He oxaasreaer
CKOllbKO-HH6Y~baasseraoro BJIHJIHIUIaa 3<1><1>eKTHB-
HOCTb06pa30BaHBJI BHBUUaTOpHOro KOMn1IeKca.

Iloreps. cnenyromero 5'-xouuesoro H)'K1IeoTHAa
Bb13b1BaeTHeKOTOpoe CHIDICeHBecnoco6HOCTH no-
nyxeaaoro ollHrOpH60H)'K1Ie<>TIIAa frR(-12-3) (MaT-
paua (VIII» crasrynapoaars CBJl3blBaHHe HHHUB-

aropsoa pSS]fMet-TPHK~el C PU60COMOA. ECJIH
yxecrs, 'ITO rrpa yKopa'IHBaHHH OJIHropH60RyK1leo-
THAalIHKB~HPYeTOl pacnonoxesasra BHe300bI C'IB-
TbIBaHBJI JIO)l(ObnJ.~aTOpHbIB KO~OH 'AUG, TO
~aHHble no HaJIH'IIIIO MaTPH'lHoii aKTHBUOCTHY H)'K-
JIeoTIIAa (VIll) YKa3bIBalOT aa <YfCYTCI'BHecsonsxo-
HH6~ 3HatIHTeJlbUOB:poJIB 3TOro TPHI1JIeTaBCWl3b1-
BaHBHpH6ocoM. Taxoe npenrronosceaae nojrraepx-
naior aanra rrpensmymae ~aHHble [4] 0 "MOlltIaHHH"
nO}I(Horo AUG B cocrase 60JIee nnaanstx <l>panteu-
TOBPHK lIHII'UBaTOpuoro }"IaCTKa rena penaaxaasr,

OJIHroH)'K1le<>'I"lW>l(Ill) B (IV) CO~ep}l(8T cnena-
$HtIHyIO uyKn~1I}'IO 3aMeRy G-9 ua fty, ycrpa-
BJIIOmyJOrrpaponayto nOCJIe~OBaTeJIbHOCTbmaA:ua-
Ilansrapao B COCTaBeBCXOW!OrofrR(-17-3). TaKHe
MaTpRllbI npoJlBJIJlIOT 3aMeTHO cHIDlCeHHYIO,HO yc-
TOii<mBYIOaKTHBUOCTb(pHCYUOKU Ta6JIHU3), 'ITO B
KaKOU-TO Mepe nOATBePJEAaeTasrcxasaaaoe pauee
npennonosceaae [28] 0 TOM. 'ITO KOMl1JIeMeHTapHble
B3aHMO~eHCTBHJI~OMeHaIllaaaa-Ilansrapao C3'-KOU-
n.eBOBnOCJIe~OBaTenbHOCTbIO165 pU6ocoMaJIbUOB:
PHK He arpaior HCItJIIO'IlITeJIbHOU pOJIB B peryna-
poaaaaa 3<1><I>eKTBBUOCTHaaanaanaa TpaHCJIJlUBB·
Donee cepsesasre 3aMeHbI B 3TOM paaoae (MaT-
pana (IX» nonHOCTbIO ycrpaIDIIOT ~aTOpHy1O
aKTBBHOCTbonaropneoayaneorana.

MaTpH'UI3JI aKTHBUOCTbno-rra nOJIHOCTbIOTeP'l-
eTCI npa TOtIe"IHOUsasreae U-12 aa C-12 (MaTpuua (V).
B ~aHBOM cnysae O~HHO'IH3JI sasrerra RyK1leoTHAa
onnoapeaeaao upHBOABT K ynanemno KaK 1I0)l(80ro
HHHUBaTOpHoro (AUG), TaK H TepMBHaTOpHoro
(UGA) KO~OHaB 6110Ke AUGA, pacnoncoseauou ua
5'-Kouue MaTPRllbl PSlAOMC nocnenoaarem.aocrsso
Illaaaa-Ilansrapno, Flpaeeneaaue asnne naaasre
YKa3blBalOT aa TO, 'ITO KOAOHTepMHHaQHU-rpaHCJUI-
Lt~H UGA, nO-BHAHMOM)', JlBJISleTCSICYll.{eCTBeHHblM
3JIeMeHTOMrpparseerrra aaauaaropaoro yxacrxa re-
na peDJIHKa3bl H y-racrsyer B npouecce CBSl3blBaHIDI
pH6oCOM. Pauee 6blllH BblCKa3aHbl npeAnOJIO:lKeHIDI,
'ITO TaKHe TepMHHaTopHble KOnOHbl, KaK UAA H
UGA, COCTaBlISlIOTlfaCTb HHHUHaTopHblX yqaCTKOB
-rpaHCJISluHHMPHK H Heo6xoAHMbl npa nonro'ronxe
pH6oCOM nepen HHHUHauHeH [29. 30J.

B arore HaWR nanuste n03BOJISIIOT3aKJIJOqHTb,
YTO MHHRMaJlbHblH aKTHBHblH B CBSl3blBaHHHpa-
OOCOM 16-cIJleHHbIH HHHUHaTopHblH y-racrox reaa
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pennHICa3h1 cj)aroB fr B MS2 ,qOJDKeHco,qep)lC8Tb
HCTHHHhlA IIHBlOIaropHWA ICO,qOHAUG. KOp<>TlCYlO
nocnenoaarensaocra cneAcepa. ,qOMeHillaAHa-Aanb-
rapao, a TalOKe aa S'-KoHue OTHero nocnenoaarens-
HOCTbAUG A c epyHKltBOH8nbHOBUCHLIM TepMBHa-
TOpHLIM ICO,qOHOMUAG.

Hocnenoea'rensaocrs AUGA OICa3LIB3eT cyme-
CTBeHHoe&nHJlHHefla npouecc HHHUHaIlHH1p3HCJUI-
I.\HHin vitro. 'ITO B KaICOii-TOMepe no,qTBep~aeTOl
KOna'leCTBeHHLIMB ,qaHKLIMH TOynpHHTa pH6ocoM-
HblX KOMnneKCOB HKIIlUI3UHH H3 eapaaarax MPHK
rena rllB epara T4 [9]. cBa,qeTeJlbCTBYIO~BMB0 TOM.
'ITO xoporxae nocnenoaareasaocra H3 S'-KOHl.\e OT
,qOMeHa Illaaaa-Ilaasrapao cy~eCTBeHHLI AJUI 3ep-
epelCTHBHOA1lllllUH3~ 'l'paHcmnnm.

3KcnEPHMEHTAJIhHMI lJACfh

B pa60Te BCnOnb30B8nB nn3CT11Hb1c PEl -uenmo-
n030A (Merck. repMaHIUI). PHKa3LI Tl B U2
(Sankeo, S!nOHBSI).PHKa3Y Bacillus cereus. II}'Kne-
a3Y Pl. T4-PHK-nBra3Y H T4-nonBH}'KJIeOTllAKHRa-
3Y(Pharmacia, DlBeUBJI). A TP. GTP B TPH K,Mct(Boe-
hringer-Mannheim, repMaHIIJI). sarponeamoaosasre
epBJIb'l'pbI BA85 (Schleicher und Schuell, repMaBWI).
P2p]A TP B p.sS]Met ("H3orou', POCCIDI).

XBMBliecKBi cillrr~ OJlBl'OpB6oBylUleoTBAoB
npoBO,qBJIUH3 aBTOMa-m-qecKOMCBHTe3aTOpe Gene
Assembler (Pharmacia, Illsenas). Hcnonb30BaJIBCb
5'-O-nuMeTOKCII"IJ1H"lBJI-2'-O-(2~)-
BJIH 2'-Q-(2-TeTparBAPOlIHpaHBJI)-N-auunpB60H}'K-
neooH,qLI(Biolar, JIaTBBJI). aneronarpan ("PeaXBM",
YltpaBH3). AHXJIOpyx:cyCH3JIKBcnOT3. lH-rerpaaon,
1C0nmwm. DMAP (Flub. IIIBeAuapBJI). MoneKy1Ulp-
Khle CRT3 3A (Ferak, Fepuaaaa). MeTBnellXJloPBA
neperoasna BaA P20.s B CaH2, aneroaarpan - HaA
P20.s, a 38TeM ,qBaJKWdHa,QCaH2 B Bbl,qepJKIIBaJIB
15 'l HaAMoneKy1UlpHbIMH CBTaMB.Terpason AB~LI
cy6nBMHposanB B BaxyyMe. B sasecrae TBep,qoepa3-
aoro HOCBTeJIJIBcnonb30BaJIH CTeICnO aMBHonpo-
nun-ePG-S50 (Flub. llIseUBJI) H Bio-Glas-500 (Bio-
Rad, CllIA). Bio-Glas-500 aMBHOnpollBJlBpoBaJIB no
Mero,qy [22]. MOABepBIC3UH1Orsepnoa epa3LI B npa-
coenaneaae nepsoro II}'Kne03H.1lHoro 3BeHa npOBO-
nunH cornacao pa60TaM [23, 24]. $oeepaMH,qHTLI
CHHTe3HpoBaHbi no onucaHHLIM Bmrreparype Mero-
J:{aM[18. 25, 26]. B OCHOBHOMHCnOJIb30BaJIaCbcxesra
onepauaa nml cepaaaoro canreaaropa Gene Assem-
bler. KOHneHcaQHIO npoBOnHJIH B npHcyTCTBHH
IH-Te-rpa30JIa B Te'leHHe 5 MHH. KOJIOHKy <t>HpMbl
Pharmacia, H3 KOTOpOHHaMH 6blJI ynanen TBepnblH
CTaHJ:{apTHbIHHOCHTeJIb,uanonaana 20 Mr aMHHO-
nponHJI-CPG-550 C npacoenaaeunsna rtepasrsr HyK-
ne03HJ:{OM.KOJIH'leCTBO naeneunoro HyKne03HJ:{aco-
CTaBnSlJIOB cpenaess 40 - 60 MKMOJIb/r.

yAaJ1eHHe3amHTHbIX rpynn H BLiAeneHHe OJIHrO-
pH6oHyKJIeoTHAoB. Flocne 3aBepweHHSI rrocnenuea
cranan KOH!leHCaUHHK HOCHTemoJ106aBnslnH600 MKJI
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ICOHQ.NH..OH (d 0.89) H Bbr,qep)I{HBaJIU 16 -'I npa
55°C. Pacrsop JleKaHTBpOBaJIH.a HOCHTeJIb2 pasa
npoMLIBaJIH BOAHo-3T3HOJIbHLIM(1 : 1) paCTBOpOM.
Ilocne ynapasaaas cyxoA OCTaTOICpacrsopana B0.1 M
TEAA (pH 7.1) H uearpaepyraposana. CynepH3T3BT
HaHOCHJ1Hua KOJlOHKyCls-PepRPC HR SIS (Pharma-
cia, illBeQIDI) H npoBOnBJIH xpossarorpadnno B 06pa-
~eHHoii epa3e (O<l»X) B CUCTeMe6LICTpOii xpoaaro-
rparpaa 6eJIKOBFPLC (Phannacia, illBeUBJI) B rpana-
enre ICOHUeHTpauuuaueroaarpana (0 - 40%) B0.1 M
TEAA. BblneJIJIJIH epP31CUH1O.conepsearnyeo nene-
ssre 5'-O-,qHMeTOICCBTPHTHJI-2'-O-(2-TeTp~Y-
paHBJI)- BJIB 5' -O-,quMeTOKCHTpHTBn-2' -Q-(2-TeTJ>a-
ranponapaaam-sanramemrsre onuroHyKJleOTBAL1.
Ilanee 3TY cl>paKUHlO06p868TLIBaJIH 80% YKCYCHoA
xacnoroa B TeqeKBe 3'1 npa 37°C. 06pa3eQ ynapa-
sana nocyxa, paCTBOpHJIBB 0.1 M TEAA B Bbl,qeJUIJIB
npa nOMOIUHOcl>X (CM. ssnne). CICOpocTh 3nlOUHH
1 MJI/MBH.

HH,qaounyaJIbHOCTL CIIHTe3RpOB8IIHbIX OJIBropB-
6oH}'KJIeOTHJloBnposepana ~neJtTPOCl>openrqecKB B
18% llAAf B npacyrersaa 7 M MOqeBlIHbl; HX Hyx:-
neOTH,llH3JInocne,qOB8TeJ1LHOCTb6b1JI8DOATBepxc,qe-
H3 reJIL-aneJC1'POClx>pe30MDpoA}'XTOB 3R3BMaTB'leC-
xoro rHAPOnB3a [31.] .:

t'hPMeln'ailiBBIIIii CIUi:reJ OJIBI'OpB60ayuecn'B-
~OBocyII(ecrBJ1JIJIIIUK ODBcaHOpaaee [10]. Hyxneo-
'J1WIYIO nocne,qOBaTeJILHOCTbnponyx:roB nposepsna
AB}'NepHLIM eppaKUHOImpoBaHBeM· Pl-rrysneaaastx
nQq>OJIH3aTOB: nepsoe aanpaaneaae ~ BblCOICO-
BonL'I'IILIA anexrporpopes H8 anerare uenmon03LI
(pH 3.5). sropoe - XPOM8TOrp8epIDI R8 PEI-ueJIJIlO-
noae IIpB 65°C.

CraMyJIRpyeMoe OJIBropB60&ylUleoTJlAllMB CBJI-

:JWBaJOIe rsSlfMet-TPH~et C pB6ocoMaMIL Peas-
UHOHHaJICMeCb(50 MICn)coaepscana 0.05 M'Ipllc-HCl
(pH 7.8),0.1 M NH.CI. 5 MM Mg02• 0.001 M,qIITIIQ-
TpeHT. 0.002 M GTP. 60 nMOJIL 70s pa6ocoM, 0'11I-
~eRHLIe <t>aJITOPblllllBnB~: IFl- 0.4, IF2 - 3.n B

IF3 - 0.63 MICr. 60 IIMonb r.sS]fMet-TPHK~ cmrre-
TB'IecKBe oJIHroPB60uyx:neOTllAbI (20 - 100 IIMOnL).
Hoene HHKy6auuu npH 37°C B TeqeHBe 10 MHRCMeCb
epRJILTp<>BaJIHxepea MeM6paHHLle epBnL'l'pbI, npo-

MLIBanH H KOJIH'leCTBOCBjl38HHOHpSS]fMet-TPH K~
onpeneJISIJIH B )KHJlKOCTHOM CUHHTHJIJIID.\BOHHOM
cnexrposre rpe (Intertechnique SlAOOO. <l»paH~).
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Synthetic 15 - 19-meric Oligoribonucleotides
as Models for Translation Initiation

of the Phage fr Replicase Gene
v. Kh. Kumpin'sh, N. G. Lltsis, R. F. Renhof, E. I. Stankevich, and V. M. Bernn,t

Research and Education Center of Biomedicine. Latvian University,
ul. A. Kirchensteina J, Riga, LV J067 Latvia

Abstract - Automatic solid-phase synthesis of 15 - 19-meric oligoribonucleotides was carried out using
5'-O-dimethoxytrityI- 2' -O-(2-tetrahydropyranyl)- [or 2'-0-(2-tetrahydrofuranyl)-] N-acylribonucleoside- 3'-0-
(methyl-N ,N-diisopropyl)phosphoramidite synthons and I-H-letrazole as an activator. Comparative analysis of
the template activity of the oligoribonucleotides synthesized, which are models of the translation initiation re-
gion of the replicase gene of MS2 and fr phages, showed that the minimal active fragment of RNA is a 16-mer
containing the initiation AUG codon of the gene, a short spacer, a Shine-Dalgarno domain, and the 5'-terminal
AUGA sequence with a functionally important termination AUG codon.

Key words: oligoribonucleotide phosphoramidites, oligonucleotides. chemical synthesis: mRNA models:
phage RNA. template activity of enzymes.
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The start of the coat protein gene of RNA phage MS2
adopts a well-defmed hairpin structure of 12 bp
(including one mismatch) in which the start codon
occupies the loop position. An earlier expression study
using partial MS2 cDNA clones had indicated that the
stability of this hairpin is important for gene expression.
For every -1.4 kcalJmoI increase in stability a to-fold
reduction in coat protein was obtained. Destabilizations
lM!yondthe wild-type value did not affect expression.
These results suggested that the hairpin was tuned in the
seme that it has the highest stability still compatible with
maximal ribosome loading. Employing an infectious MS2
eDNA clone, we have now tested the prediction that the
aGo of the coat protein initiator helix is set at a precise
value. We have introduced stabilizing and destabilizing
mutations into this hairpin in the intact phage and
monitored their evolution to viable species. By
compensatory mutations, both types of mutants quickly
revert along various pathways to wild-type stability, but
not to wild-type sequence. As a rule the second-site
mutations do not change the encoded amino acids or the
Sbine- Dalgamo sequence. The return of too strong
hairpins to wild-type stability can be understood from
the need to produce adequate supplies of coat protein.
The return of unstable hairpins to wild-type stability is
not self-evident and is presently not understood. The
revertants provide an evolutionary landscape of slightly
suboptimal phages, that were stable at least for the
duration of the experiment (- 20 infection cycles). The
results also show that translation-initiati frequency does
not appear to depend on the primary sequence (except
for the start codon and the Shine- Dalgarno region) but
solely on the aGo or the structure that encompasses the
ribosomal binding site.
Key words: molecular evolution/RNA phage/RNA
structure/translation initiation

Introduction

The RNAof the single-strandedRNAphage MS2 is - 3500
nt long and contains four genes. Their products contribute
to phage maturation. encapsidation, lysis of the host and
RNA replication.respectively(Figure Ia). The coat protein,
which is made in large amounts, has a dual role II
cncapsidates the RNA. but il also acts as a translational
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repressor by binding to a hairpin that containsthe beginning
of the replicase gene (Witherell et al., 1991). This last
property limits replicase synthesis to a small burst early in
the infection cycle.

MS2 RNA, like the other phage RNAs. adopts a unique
secondary structure that is assumed to be important in many
aspects of the life cycle (Skripkin et al .. 1990;Skripkinand
Jacobson, 1993). It condenses the RNA, allowing it to be
packaged in the virion. At the same time the formation of
stem-loop structures is thought to be necessary to separate
mother and daughter strands during replication(Mills et al. ,
1978; Priano et al., 1987) and to protect against cellular
RNases. In addition, the presence of base-paired structures
in coding regions may mediate ribosome pausing, which
could help in the correct folding of the nascent protein
(Varenne et al., 1984; Guisez et al., 1993). Such
assumptions are quite reasonable, but not easy to test. In
fact, only for a very smallnumberof structureshas a function
been identified by measuring gene expression in response
to changes in RNA structure. Using this approach stem
structures at the beginning of the maturation, lysis and
replicase genes were shown to exert negative control over
ribosome access to these start sites (van Duin, 1988;
H.Groeneveld and J.van Duin, in preparation). In addition,
a long range RNA- RNA interaction was shown to be
responsible for translational coupling between the coat and

a

MS2 I MATURATION I ~REPlICASE
lYSIS, .

b

~C-G
G-C C A
A-U -III A A

AG A-U G·U
U A G-C C-G
Cu=t(

U U -VI U·G
U-A G-C

C G w· C-G
U-A G C UC_G
C -G A U U-A
G~ G·U U-A
G-C G'U G-C

C CUCAACC ~ACUCAGUUC U

File. I. (a) Map of the MS2 RNA genome. (b) Secondary structure at
the start of the coat protem gene. IL\ initiation codon. the
Shine - Dalgamo sequence and the VAG stop codon of the poorly
rranstarcd maturauon prrxern gene are boxed Roman numerals are
u-cd til number the basc-parrv 10 (he "em. Brackets indu atc the RNA
rc-gllJn protected ag:.iJJn•.•1 panc rcauc R~a\C In a rr anvlauonal rnruauon
• ornplc x (SICIl/. I (}/)'I,



replicase genes (van Himbergen et al.. 1993). In QtI RNA
the binding sites for Qo replicase in plus and minus strands
have been identified. but no experiments have been done
to relate this binding to the secondary structure of the RNA
region involved (Meyer et al .• 1981; Barrera et al .• 1993).

In this paper we analyze the function of the structure
present at the start of the coat gene. This region is shown
in Figure Ib. It adopts a simple hairpin structure with the
start codon in the loop and the Shine-Oalgamo (SO) region
at the base of the stem. Its calculated stability at 3rC is
-7.0 kcal/rnol, In a previous study using partial MS2 cDNA
clones. we constructed some 20 different helix mutants in
which the stability was varied from - 3.0 to - ll.O kcallmol,
without changing the SD complementarity or the encoded
amino acids. Measuring coat protein production by these
mutants revealed that base changes that strengthen this
hairpin have a drastic negative effect on translation. Each
increase in stability of -1.4 kcal/mol causes translation to
fall by a factor of 10. For instance. turning the U' U
mismatch in the middle of the stem into either a U-A or an
A-U match increases the stability by 3.5 kcal/mol and
consequently the yield of coat protein drops to 0.2 % of the
wild-type value in either mutant (de Smit and van Duin,
1990).

Surprisingly, further destabilization of the stem beyond
the ~ild-type value did not lead to increased coat protein
yields. Instead, the amounts stayed at the wild-type level.
Mathematical analysis of the data revealed that ribosomes
only bind the unfolded state of the helix. Furthermore, the
wild-type stem appeared just weak enough to allow unabated
translation and the data therefore suggested that the hairpin
has evolved to have the highest stability still compatible with
maximal ribosome loading.

To examine the presumed tuning of this helix in real life.
we introduced versions of this hairpin with differing stability
into an infectious clone of full-length MS2 cDNA. The
resulting mutant phage Iysates were then used to ,infect fresh
F+ host cells. The evolving sequences of the descendants
were monitored after various (up to 25) rounds of infection.
Stabilized as well as destabilized hairpin variants reverted
to a pseudo wild-type after a few cycles, i.e. the hairpin
stability in aU revertants returned stepwise to IDa!of the wild-
type, without adopting the wild-type sequence. This is
achieved by second-site mutations that compensate for the
inflicted loss or gain in helix stability. Once wild-type
stability is reached the sequence becomes stable, at least for
the duration of the experiment. The results show that this
MS2 helix is strongly conserved and it must therefore have
an important function. In addition, for a virus to be viable,
the stability needs to be maintained within narrow limits.

Evolution of 8 mut8ted RNA heIrpin

Selection against high stabilities is obviously related to
translational efficiency. but the disadvantage of low stability
remains unknown.

Results

The system
The complete MS2 cDNA was cloned in a plasmid under
control of the PL promoter of phage). in strain M5219 as
described in Materials and methods. Such plasmids are
potentially lethal to the cell since they produce phage
spontaneously, even when the PI. promoter is repressed.
Furthermore, mutants that produce very linle coat protein
have two additional problems in producing viable phage.
First. they cannot encapsidate their RNA. a condition that
endangered our planned experiments to produce mutant
phage. Secondly. they cannot adequately repress replicase
synthesis. We and others have found previously that the
replicase protein is lethal to the cell (Remaut et al., 1982;
our unpublished observation). To stabilize the infectious
clone and the derived mutants, a second plasmid was
introduced carrying the coat protein sequence inserted in the
tet gene ofpACYCI84 and which we call pCOATl84. This
plasmid constitutively synthesizes coat protein at a level
sufficient to repress replicase translation by -90%
(Berkhout, 1986). Indeed, in the absence of pCOA Tl84,
many plasmids, in particular those predicted to produce low
amounts of coat protein, frequently suffer deletions that
inactivate the potential to produce phage (our unpublished
observation).

Table I gives some of the titers produced by wild-type
(PMS2000) and mutant MS2 clones under various conditions.
pMS2014 and pMS2043 contain a destabilized initiator
hairpin. In pMS2023 and pMS2045 this hairpin is stabilized.
A!lthough we cannot account for all the observations, it is
clear that pCOA T 184 attenuates infection by our wild-type
construct at 28°C by a factor of 10. Furthennore, we note
that mutants pMS2045 and pMS2023, which make very IiUle
coat protein, have considerably reduced titers.

The general procedure for creating mutant !phages and
monitoring their evolution is described in Materials and
methods. The generation of phages in F- strain M5219 is
defined as cycle I. These phages are then plated on F+
strain KA797 (which does not contain pCOATl84)' to
separate the viable genotypes that emerged (cycle 2). A
correlation between plaque size and genotype was not
apparent: Usually - 10-20 plaques were selected for
sequence analysis and for further growth in Iliquidmedium.
Occasionally, a plaque was dissolved in water and propagated
by renewed plating. In mutants designed to-have a stabilized

Table I. Tiler~ of various MS2 cDNA constructs (p.f.u.lml)'

pMS200Qb pMS2014
+ pCOAT 184

pMS2043
-t pCOATI84

pM S2()()()b

+pCOAil84
pMS2023
-tpCOATl84

pMS2045
-tpCOATI84

5 x 110"
2 ". 10"

7 X 10'0
2 X 101'

3 x 1Q'l

3 x 10"
2 )( 107

I )( 1Q'l
4 X 1010

I X 1011

7 x 1()6

9 x \()6

'Appropnalc d,I.u\l"n~ of \upcrrraunh [ron, cultures grown either overnight al n'( or [or 2 h at 42°C were rcvrcd on lawnv of KA 797 cells .
.Max irnurn va.lue' arc vhown here
·'Wild·lypc THC" ohlarncU' f"r wild type MC virnilar lo tho-,c dc sc nbed prcv,"uvlv lor l D.'" c Ionc- "I ()., Il~nlglJchJ ct III. 147H. Shaklcc et al.,
I'I~~) and of ."1S2 (Sh"Ucc 1 'J'lI) 1
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helix, roughly half of the plaques obtained in cycle 2 were
wild-type, presumably due to recombination with
pCOATl84 at either the RNA (Palasingam and Shaklee,
1992) or the DNA level. These were discarded. In mutants
carrying a destabilized initiator hairpin such wild-type
plaques were seldom found. The evolution of the plaques
containing mutant sequences is described below.

Evolution of stabilized mutants
In the center of Figure 2 we present the structure of mutant
45.0. It contains five mutations relative to the wild-type

(black boxes). Base-pair III is stabilized from A-U to G-C
and pair XII from G· U to G-C, while the U' U mismatch
at pair VI is replaced by C' A, a change which is presumably
energetically neutral. The calculated I1Go of this mutant
hairpin is - 10.6 kcal/mol, causing a drop in coat protein
synthesis to 0.1 % with respect to wild-type as measured
previously in a partial MS2 cDNA clone (de Srnit and van
Duin, 1990). Figure 2 shows that there are at least six escape
routes from this unfavorable sequence. In one evolutionary
path (45. 0 base-pair ill is disrupted to A .C causing a I1G °
of -5.2 kcal/mol. Although this stability is predicted to

(N)
C-G
G-C
A-V

~ ~
A-V
G-C

V V

C-G C 0 V-A

B-L!l a c

W
A

a C

~
G-C -O-C A VA-U A-U a·v
G-C G-C ,G' U C-G

C A .- C A C A G-C
U-A U-A wild type G~CJ~ U'-A A-U

iC ·7.0 kcaVmol G-C
A' U A U L 100% oxpr. C A
G 'U G.'U U-A
G'l!l G C

~'
A C A

D
G'l!l

" A U -.45.5 45.4 G'U
-6.9 kcaVmoI -7.6 kcaVmol G C

C A
13-25 cycles 2-7 cycles

~ ~
45.6

~ ~
-8.0 kcaVrnoI

~C-G C-G 2-6 cycles C-G
G-C G-C G-C
G-C 3Hi G-C
A-U' A-U A-Ua C 4x G-C 1x G-C

C A ••• [iJ ril •• C A
U-A U-A [3 Ai' ~'

U-A
G C G C mcA U A U A U
G·U G·U G·U
G C G [iJ CO 'I!lAC A A
45.3 r 45.0

~
45.8

-7.4 kcaVmol
~

-7.2 kcaVrnol-10.6 kcaVrnoI
2-19 cycles

~ ~
0.1% expr. C-G 2-19 cycles

G-C
C-G G-C

/O-C G-C A-U
ril-I!l B C G-C
A-U A-U C A
G-C G-C [iJ A

C A .- C A i'U-A U-A G C

~' ~'
A U

G C G C G·U
A U A U G C
G·U G·U C A
G·l!l G C 45.7C A C A
45.2 45.1

-8.8 kcal/rnol

-7.0 kcaVmoI -5.2 kcaVrnoI
2·3 cycles

7-17 cycles 2-6 cycles
100% expr.

FIg. 2. Evolutionary pathways leading from non-viable mutant 45.0 to various viable species. Numbers at arrows pointing to revertants show how
many plaques were found with this sequence. The wild-type structure is presented for convenience. Black boxes in the mutant sequence mark the
differences from the wild-type. Black boxes in the revertant sequences mark the differences from the starting mutant. The indicated expression levels
were measured in partial MS2 cDNA clones as described (de Srnit and van Dum. 1990). Helix stabilities were calculated according to Freier et al.
(1986) except when base-pair HI was a mismatch. Instead of opening the loop to contain nine bases. we prefer to assume the structure is as drawn
because CiGo contributions for most loop sizes and loop sequences have not becn determined experimentally. The calculation according to Freier
et al. (1986) yields a CiGo which is 0.6 kcal/rnol lower than our alternauve for these revertants. A value for the contribution of the G·U pair
stacked upon the C' A terminal mismatch has not been published. Based on expression studies. de Smit (\994) has deduced that this value is - I 2
kcal/mol. [For a G·C pair Slacked upon a C'A terminal mismatch a value of 2.0 kcal/rnol was reported hy Freier et al. (1980).1 The difference
between the hell.' stabiluy used In this paper (-7.0 kcal/rnol) and the value of - 5H kcal/rnol used 10 our prcvrous work (de Srnit and van Dum.
\990) IS due to the fact that thc present study was carried out at 17'C. whereas the previous onc look place at 42'C This temperature difference
affects the ~G-' value ..• When more than one plaque with an idcru« ...al sequence was found. the cvoluuon of only one or (WO plaquev wa -, rnnrntorcd
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produce wild-type quantities of coat protein, evolution does
not yet stop. In the next four cycles two additional
substitutions appear; the A' C at position III is changed
further to A-V, while at the same time the bottom pair reverts
to G .V. Both pairs are also present in the wild-type and as
a consequence the stability is back to the wild-type value.
The C' A mismatch in the middle remains untouched. This
revertant, 45.2, was stable up to theend of the experiment,
i.e. its sequence did not measurably evolve any further up
to cycle 17. The yield of coat protein of revertant 45.2, as
measured in partial MS2 cDNA constructs, was found to
be the same as wild-type.

Revertant 45.7 shows that there is an alternative
evolutionary path to regain the desired stability. First, pair
VII turns into a C' A mismatch creating a symmetrical
internal loop of four bases which reduces stability from
- 10.6 to -8.8 kcaIJmoI. This composition is not yet stable,
presumably because it still produces too little coat protein.
Indeed, two cycles tater we find the bottom base-pair
changed from G-e to G· V resulting in a stability of - 7.2
kcal/moI. This revertant, 45.8, was stable for 19 cycles at
which point the experiment was stopped.

In revertant 45.6 the stability strain on the initiator hairpin
is eased by changing the wobble position in pair IX from
G-e to G·V. This results in a AGO increase from -10.6
to -8.0 kcaIJrnol. This sequence appears stable for four
cycles, but eventually evolves to that of 45.8 when
propagated further. One plaque was' found in which evolution
to the stable revertant 45.8 had apparently been reached
without resort to visible intermediates. This short cut requires
two base changes in cycle 1, a not uncommon event (see
43.2).

A fifth pathway to viability is presented by revertant 45.3.
Four plaques followed this route in which the fifth base-pair
mutates from G-C to A .C. This relieves the stability strain
in a way similar to that found above for revertants 45.7 and
45.8, which opened the seventh pair. A symmetrical internal
loop containing four bases is created resulting in a calculated
stability of - 7 .4 kcal/mol. This sequence appears stable as
we could not detect any changes when this phage was
propagated for 17 additional cycles.

Finally, a peculiar pathway is exhibited by revertants 45.4
and 45.5. Here, escape from the too stable helix is found
by creating a mismatch at base-pair IT leading to a stability
of -7.6 kcal/moI. After having made this 'choice', there
seems no easy way to get closer to wild-type stability, except
by a new change in the second base-pair, i.e. from A· C to
A-V (revertant 45.5, AGO = -6.9 kcal/mol). This
revertant, in which the bottom pair has also changed to G . V,
appeared to be stable up to cycle 25 when the experiment
was stopped. This is the only time that we have found a
revertant with a substitution that changes the coding
properties (Ala2- Val).

It may be noted that none of the plaques (cycle 2) have
retained the original mutant sequence. It would therefore
appear that mutant 45.0 is not viable at all and that the
existence of any progeny depends on base changes that have
occurred in the first cycle in host M5219.

The second created mutant, 23.0, has a calculated stability
of -8.7 kcal/mol (Figure 3) and it produces 3% of the wild-
type amount of coat protein as measured using partial MS2
cDNA in an expression vector. The differences from wild-
type are that pair 1Il is broken and pair Xli is further

Evolution of a mutated RNA hairpin

~ ~
C-G

C-G G-C
G-C A-U

A C A-U
G-cA~U U U

G-C U-A
U-A (/1iA
U-A G C

,A Ui! G U
G·U

C A

G'l!I' 5x
~

wild type

C A ·7.0 kcaVmol

23.1 -. C-G 100% expr.
G-C

-7.1 kcaVmol A B
2-17 cycles

A-U
G-Cu-rJ

t1X
U-A
U-A

WA U

~ ~
/ g'U

C A
~C-G C-G 2x 23.0 C-GG-C G-C

-8.7 kcaVmoI G-C
A_~ A C A C1,- A-U 3%expr. A-UG-C 1x G-C G-CU'-A 04- U-A

+1X t! AU-A U-A U-Ai' ~' ~'G'U G'l!I G CAI.U A, U unchanged A UG'U G'U ----. G· UIG'l!I ,G C 2 cycles G CC A C' A C A
23.3 23.2 23.4(45.1)

-7.9 kcaVmol -6.1 kcaVmoI -5.2 kcaVmoI
10-18 cycles 2-6 cycles 5 cycles

tig. 3. Revenants of mutant 23.0. Revertant 23.4 is identical to 45.1.
See legend to Figure 2 for funher details.

stabilized while the middle V' V mismatch is changed into
V' A, giving us the opportunity to assess the necessity of
the internal loop per se at this specific position. Five plaques
showed that there is an easy way in which this mutant can
become a viable sequence: the bottom pair reverts to G· U
which returns the stability to almost wild-type (- 7 .1
kcaIJmol). The new revertant, 23.1, is stable up till!7 cycles,
after which we stopped monitoring the sequence. The new
sequence shows that there is no particular need for the
mismatch to be at position VI. The phage is viable also with
the mismatch at position ill as long as the overall strength
of the helix matches that of the wild-type.

An alternative pathway is shown in Figure 3 as revertant
23.2. Here, changing pair IX from G-e to G' V causes a
reduction in stability to -6.1 kcal/mol. Although the
sequence holds for several cycles, it still does not seem the
best fitness that can be reached under the circumstances. Four
cycles later two substitutions have occurred. Pair ill becomes
A-V and pair XII changes to the wild-type combination G· U.
The end result is a new stability of -7.9 kcal/mol. Like
its predecessor, revertant 23.2, this is still 0.9 kcal/mol off
the wild-type value. Presumably, the latter species has an
advantage over the former that is not related to the stability .
Mutant 23.3 did not evolve any further for the next eight
cycles (cycle J 8). Note that in this sequence there is no
mismatch in the hairpin. It is remarkable that changing base-
pair VI from U' A to U' G would yield an apparently 'better'
~Go of -7.2 kcal/rnol. We do not know why this solution
is not chosen.
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FIg. 4. Revenants of mutant 43.0. See legend to Figure 2 for further
details.

One plaque was found containing the original mutant DNA
sequence, showing that mutant 23 is not far off from a stable
species. Eventually, the sequence gives way to the successful
competitor 23.4. Here, base-pair VI is opened, changing the
~Go in the favorable direction from -8.7 to -5.2 kcal/mol
which should allow sufficient synthesis of the coat protein.
This revertant (23.4) was lost, but it is identical to mutant
45.1 (Figure 2) and is thus predicted to change to the stable
species 45.2.

Evolution of destabilized mutants
As outlined in the Introduction, the simple rationale for the
stabilized mutants to raise the ~Go of the initiator hairpin
to less negative values could be the need to produce sufficient
coat protein. For the destabilized mutants there is a priori
not an easily identifiable evolutionary pressure 10 change (he
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.:1GO, but the fact that 45.1 evolved further to 45.2 (Figure 2)
already indicated that a stability weaker than wild-type is
unfavorable also. Below we show that this is a general
pattern.

Mutant 43.0 (Figure 4) has base-pair III changed into the
mismatch A . C, the U . U at position VI altered to A .A and
the bottom pair stabilized to G-e, resulting in a ~Go of -5.2
kcal/mol. For reasons not understood the expression study
showed that this mutant had a coat protein yield of 40%
rather than a value close to 100%. Plating the initial lysate
of mutant 43.0 (cycle I) revealed the presence of three new
genotypes in seven plaques analyzed. Four plaques showed
repair of the mismatch at position Ill to A-U (revertant 43.1).
Thermodynamically speaking this is an overshoot to -8.6
kcal/mol. Two cycles of infection further, the wild-type
stability was indeed realized by a G-C - G . U change at the
bottom pair (revertant 43.5). The A' A pair in the middle
position is left unaltered, in agreement with the general
assumption that all mismatches destabilize a helix to the same
degree (de Smit, 1994).

One plaque (revertant 43.2) revealed an alternative route
to wild-type stability. It had sustained two changes, one at
pair Ill, the other at pair IV which, in combination, raise
helix strength to - 7.2 kcal/mol. Within the next three rounds
two more base substitutions occurred, converting revertant
43.2 into 43.5, an end situation also reached via the other
pathway (Figure 4).

A rather peculiar development is represented by revertant
43.3. Here, the weak mutant helix is apparently compensated
for by a change in the initiation codon to AVA.
Subsequently, the hairpin is further destabilized at base-pair
xn. Thereafter, base-pair m is closed and the AVG start
codon restored (revertant 43.5). It is difficult to understand
how such a pathway can exist, particularly in view of our
finding that a partial MS2 cDNA clone that has the sequence
of 43.4 produces only 6% coat protein relative to the wild-
type analog. This pathway reveals another level of
complexity that will be addressed in the future.

Finally, we have pursued the fate of mutant 14.0
(Figure 5) in which the third base-pair was changed from
A-V to V' C. Return to the complete wild-type sequence
would require two substitutions, whereas the wild-type
stability can be reached simply if the U .C pair changes into
V-A. This is what in fact happens in 15 out of the 18 plaques
analyzed (Figure 5, revertant 14.1). This end situation can
also be attained via the U·G intermediate at pair Ill, which
already stabilizes the helix from -3.6 to -6.6 kcallmol
(revertant 14.2). As described above for the other mutants,
here too more solutions exist to escape from the apparently
unfavorable ~Go; one other alternative is shown by revertant
14.4. Basically, the solution is that pair VI rather than pair
III mutates to U-A. This yields a wild-type .:1Go and this
mutant resembles 23.1, except that it has V' C instead of
A .C at base-pair III. It is interesting that we have been able
to isolate a metastable intermediate (revertant 14_3) where
base-pair XI is changed from G· U to A-U. This change
raises stability slightly in the desired direction but it decreases
the SD complementarity from GGAG to GAAG, a change
that turns a G-C match with the anti-SO sequence in 16S
rRNA into an A -C mismatch. We have shown recently that
a weaker SD interaction suffices when the helix containing
the ribosome binding site is destabilized accordingly (de Srnit
and van Duin. 19(4): this is possibly why revenant 143
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Fig. S. Revenants of mutant 14.0. See legend to Figure 2 for further
details.

is viable enough to exist transiently. On the other hand, we
cannot exclude the possibility that revertant 14.3 is analogous
to 43.3 and 43.4, where too weak. a hairpin is initially
compensated for by reducing translation. As shown in
Figure 5, revertant 14.3 quickly evolved to the more stable
sequence of 14.4.

Evolution of non-initiator hairpins
To understand the nature of the selection pressure that causes
the energetically compromised hairpin mutants to revert to
wild-type AGO, we also introduced stabilizing and
destabilizing substitutions in the wobble positions of the
second coat-gene hairpin (Figures I and 6). This hairpin is
phylogenetically conserved in group A phages and was
confirmed by chemical and enzymatic probing (Skripkin
et al., 1990). Earlier. we did not find any measurable effect
of these mutations on coat protein synthesis in partial MS2
cDNA clones (M.H.de Smit and J.van Duin, unpublished
results). Pursuing the evolution of these mutants may indicate
whether or not a fixed hairpin stability is in itself a target
for strong selection. Our results show that the destabilized
mutant 30 returns to a mixed mutant/wild-type sequence after
two cycles and is fully wild-type after five cycles (Figure 6)
For the stabilized mutants 31 and 29 no changes were

Evolution of • mutated RNA hairpin

mutanl30 wild type mutanl31 mutanl29

L!I C A C A C A C A
A A A A A A A A

5 cycles G'U G'U G·U G-riJ
C-G C-G C-G C-G

f U·G U·G U·G U·G
G-C G-C G-C G-C

ug=:g C-G C-G C-G
5x UC_G UC_G UC_G

~ ...- [iI A U-A [iI-{iI [iI-{iI
U-A U-A U-A U-A

2 cycles G-C G-C G-C G-C
C U C U C U C U

-5.3 kcaVmoI -7.3 kcaVmoI -9.3 kcaVmoI -9.7 kcaVrnoI

Fig. 6. Revertants of mutants in the second coal gene helix. Mutants
31 and 29 were unchanged after 13 cycles.

observed for 13 cycles. A similar experiment was performed
for a phylogenetically proven hairpin in the replicase gene.
Also here, (partial) compensation for destabilization was
already noticed after a few cycles, whereas strengthened
stem -loop structures took much longer to revert (data not
shown). It seems that the pressure on low stability is a general
and strong one, but selection against high stabilities is not
very strong in non-initiator helices.

Competition between revertants and wild-type
To get an impression of the fitness of our revertants we
mixed wild-type MS2 with revertants 23.1, 14.1,43.5 or
45.2 in a ratio of 1:200 based on plaque-forming units.
Subsequently, each mixture was allowed to complete five
cycles. As before, phage were isolated and the RNA
sequenced with reverse transcriptase. In none of the
preparations could we detect the presence of the wild-type
sequence, although the degree of dilution and the number
of cycles would have allowed the wild-type to take over
visibly if it had had a sufficient advantage over the revertant
(see below). The next experiment was more demanding on
the mutants: they were mixed with wild-type in a I: 1 ratio.
Now, revertants 23.1, 45.2 and 43.5 became extinct after
three cycles, while 14.1 competed well. Its sequence was
still clearly present in the final RNA preparation.

Related and unrelated base substitutions at distant
sites in revertants
In view of the low accuracy of RNA replication there are
two questions that need some attention. One is whether any
of the revertants had acquired additional phenotypical
compensation as a result of substitutions outside the region
under scrutiny here. Although it is not feasible to analyze
the complete genome of all revertants, we have determined
partial sequences of several revertants. The analysis involved
a part of the M site in the replicase gene around nucleotide
2050 where protein S I was cross-linked and where the
replicase protein is supposed to bind, and also concerned
sequences at the 5' and 3' ends (Bani and Isaeva, 1988;
Skripkin et al .• 1990). No deviations from the wild-type
sequence were found.

The other question concerns whether random base changes
occur. Here. the answer is positive. One of the fifteen
plaques representing revertant 14.1 contained an additional
U - C base change at codon wobble position 1394. This
revertant was Stable for as long as we monitored the sequence
(14 rounds). However. when placed in competition with the
wild-type in a ratio of 200: I. five cycles sufficed to turn
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FIg. 7. Compilation of coal initiator helices in stable revel1aDlS.

it into a minority species in the mixture. This behavior
contrasts with that of the regular 14.1 revertants which
persisted in this competition experiment (see above). This
result shows that the substitution is the result of a random
error; it does not 'improve' the phenotype.

Discussion
A previous expression study suggested that the stability of
the initiator hairpin of the coat protein gene of phage MS2
is carefully tuned. Any mutation that increased its stability
led to a dramatic loss in protein yield whereas substitutions
that weakened the structure had no effect. The bairpin thus
seemed endowed with the maximal stability that still permits
maximal ribosome loading. That analysis, carried out on a
partial MS2 eDNA clone, revealed that translation did not
respond to the identity of the bases that we substituted but
to the ~Go that was the result of these substitutions (de Smit
and van Duin, 1990). The present analysis complements and
extends that study. Using an infectious MS2 eDNA clone
we have now introduced stabilizing and destabilizing
mutations into the initiator hairpin in the live virus and
followed the Darwinian evolution of the new mutants to a
viable species. Because some of the starting mutants would
only synthesize minimal amounts of coat protein (45.0 and
23.0), a helper plasmid supplying coat protein in trans was
employed to provide the phage with some starting capital.
After this first cycle, which was carried out in a non-
permissive F- host, the phages formed were tested by
plating them on an F + host that did not provide extra coat
protein. Since RNA-<lependent RNA polymerases have a low
copying fidelity (- \0-4 per nucleotide) new sequences
arose even in the first cycle and, if viable, manifested
themselves as plaques after plating. Survivors were then
grown further in liquid culture to monitor their evolution
to a stable species, i.e. a species whose sequence did not
change any further, at least not for the duration of the
experiment, which was - 19 infection cycles.

We observed that both stabilized and destabilized initiator
hairpins were strongly selected against. All reverted to a
stability close to or the same as that of the wild-type (see
Figure 7 for a compilation of revertant structures). The end
situation was achieved in a single step or through a number
of intermediates. characterized by a helix ~GO closer to wild-
type than the initial mutant sequence Recovery of wild-type
,tability was achieved by <ccondary mutations that
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compensated for the sustained loss or gain in helix stability.
In parallel with these changes the vitality of the revertants
increased, as witnessed by a rise in phage titer. By the time
the sequence had reached its new equilibrium, the titer
equalled that of the wild-type (data not shown).

With three exceptions (revertants 45.5, 43.3 and 14.3),
substitutions occured in the stem at codon wobble positions
and outside the SD sequence. Assuming that the final
revertants produced the same amount of coat protein as wild-
type (for some this was measured and found to be true), one
conclusion of the present study is that, except for the start
codon and the SO sequence, the ribosome appears blind to
the sequence, but very sensitive to helix stability. A second
conclusion derives from the finding that substitutions in
wobble positions are encountered. The wild-type early coat
protein codons GCU, UCU and AAC are preferentially used
in highly expressed genes in Escherichia coli, whereas their
synonyms GCC, UCA and AAU are avoided and occur with
up to 20 times reduced frequency in such genes (Andersson
and Kurland, 1990). The fact that we found these less
preferred codons in many revertants indicates that the
influence of codon usage on nbosomal clearance of the
initiation region is, at least for the codons changed here,
marginal relative to the structure effects.

The prevalence of secondary over primary structure is also
consistent with our finding that all of the viable revertants
arose by compensatory substitutions in the stem region. A
ribosome initiating at the coat gene start protects 12 nt
downstream and 20 nt upstrcarn of the AUG codon against
RNase attack (Figure 1). This includes the presumably
single-stranded region of 7 nt upstream of the initiator
hairpin. If base-specific contacts were to exist one would
expect to find compensatory mutations in this single-stranded
region too, as these could further tune initiation rates. This
RNA region is non-eoding and thus free to evolve. We have
not found any mutations here, suggesting that base-specific
interactions do not exist outside the SD region and the AUG
codon.

As well as indicating which regions are free to evolve.
the obtained revertants also show us what constraints exist.
For instance. one can envisage many helices with wild-type
stability If different amino acids are allowed at the N-
terminus of the coat protein. Only one of these possibilities
was found among our revertants (45 5). indicating that the
nucleic acid sequence is severely constrained in this part of
the Rr"A by the protein although the N-termmu, of the coal



protein is not implicated in dimer or capsid formation or
in replicase repression (Valeglrd et al., 1990; Peabody.
1993).

Our finding that the revertants were biologically stable
would suggest that such helix variants could be found in
nature among MS2 relatives. Surprisingly, this is not true.
The group I phages MS2, 12, RI7, MI2 and JP501 have
been isolated independently in different pans of the world
and at different times. Yet MS2, M 12 and JPSOI have an
identical sequence in the region under consideration here.
whereas the remaining two have only one substitution each;
12 has V' C at base-pair VI and in phage R 17 base-pair X
is G· V instead of A-V. Presumably, the selective advantage
of the wild-type MS2 over the revertants is so small that
our evolutionary experiment did not last long enough to
reveal the difference. Such a view is supported by the
competition experiments. When mixed in equal ratios, the
wild-type quickly displaced all of the revertants (except one)
showing its selective advantage. However, when MS2 and
revertant are mixed in a 1:200 ratio, the wild-type does not
outgrow the revertant within five cycles, showing that the
advantage is small. In this respect it should be realized that
there is an additional reason why the revertants are stable
on their own. Not only do they differ from the wild-type
in at least two positions, but, except for 45.2, every single
substitution towards the wild-type sequcnoe results in a large
change in 41Go away from the desimt optimum. Thus,
revertants are trapped in an evolutionary environment that
prevents their escape to a 'better' sequence.

The present analysis also provides independent support
for the existence of the initiator hairpin since our revertants
show base changes that maintain the existence of the
stem -loop structure. Thus, the procedure described here,
in which the distortion in an RNA genome is repaired, can
also be used to demonstrate the presence of base-paired
regions whose existence cannot be proven otherwise. It
woold suffice to imoduce mutations in the region of interest
and analyze if the disturbance is compensated for in the
presumed complementary region. This 'instant phylogeny'
can be particularly useful for sequences that show little or
no variation in nature and has been used as such in a few
instances (Macadam et al., 1992; Tsai and Dreher, 1992).

The present study also clearly illustrates one of the
problems in applying the phylogenetic approach to deduce
secondary structure features in phage RNA. As selection is
targeted at stability rather than at the precise shape of the
helical segment, the exact position of mismatches in a helix
is flexible as long as the optimal 4Go is attained (for
example, compare revertant 14.1 with 14.4, or 45.3 with
45.8). As a consequence it may not be possible to prove the
existence of the initiator helix by the conventional criterion
of two covariations per helix (James et al., (990). We have
noted previously that stability appears preserved also for
other helices in phage RNA, albeit less strict. This suggests
that the criteria for proof by comparative analysis need to
be extended to include thennodynamic parameters.

One important question is that of the selection pressure
operating on the ~Go of the initiator hairpin. Above we have
discussed that hairpins that are 100 stable do not synthesize
maximal amounts of coal protein and this seems a plausible
enough reason for counter-selection. Nevertheless. we have
carried OUI a control experiment in which the evolution of
a mutationally stabilized non-initiator hairpin was recorded

Evolutton of • mutated RNA hairpin

Reversion to wild-type 40° was not reached within 13
cycles, even though this would require only one or two
transitions (mutants 29 and 31, respectively). Although we
have little doubt that the wild-type helix confers a 'better'
phenotype, the advantage may be so small that many more
cycles would be required to reveal the difference.

The pressure that forces weakened initiator helices to raise
their stability is presently not understood, but a few
comments can be made. The rapid evolution of mutant 30
containing a non-initiator hairpin suggests, at least when
compared with the stabilized analogs (mutants 29 and 31),
that there is a general strong pressure against weak helices.
This may derive from the need to separate mother and
daughter strands during replication (Axelrod et aI., (991)
or to provide protection against RNases.

Another realistic possibility is that helices that are too weak
distort the structure of the viral RNA by provoking
alternative base-pairings with an unfavorable replication
phenotype (Biebricher and Luee, 1992). Here, we would
like to mention that the pattern of aspecific stops visible in
primer extension experiments in some of the mutants
containing destabilized initiator helices differs from those
found in the majority of revertants and in the wild-type. This
is a hint that the structure has changed.

A more speculative explanation for the reversion of the
destabilized initiator hairpin may be found in the complex
system that the RNA phages have developed to save their
genome from the hazard of being tnnshlted and replicated
at the same time. This problem is solved by coaipetition
between replicase and ribosome for a common internal site
on the viral RNA, allowing only one of the two ClOIDpODCDtS
to bind. In ~ RNA this question has been studied in vitro
and the common site, the S site, overlaps the start region
of the ~ coat protein gene (Meyer et aI., 1981). For the
group I phages such studies have not been carried out, but
by analogy one could suppose duIt the MS2 replicase would
bind the coat initiator region to provide the ncc:essary
competition. One could imagine that MS2 replicase binds
to the coat start better when the stem is weaker. This would
upset the delicate binding balance between replicase and
ribosome, possibly leading to decreased virus production.
A slightly different version of this model has been given
elsewhere (de Smit and van Duin, (993).

Materials and methods
8JJcttlrill/ .rr.in.
Mutant and wild-type infectious MS2 cDNA clooes were grown in MS219
(M72 ~'PA"",. 1acZ""" Sm'lNfbio2J2• d4j.,AH/)' encoding the lhennosensi-
live repressor (cl4j7) and the transcriptional antitemUnatioo factor N
(Remaut et al .. 1981). E.coli F+ KA797 (PlacJQ. pro/am. !JDc-pro. tJu)
was used as host for wild-type and mutant MS2 phages. All strains were
grown on LC broth containing per liter lQ g bac1otryptone. 5 g yeast exuaet.
8 g NaCl. 2 g MgS04• 140 mg thymine and I m1 I M Tris-HCl, pH 7.6.

PIII.mid.
pCOATl84 is derived from pACYCI84 by cloning the MS2 coat protein
gene (1221 - 1736) into !he:BamHl site of !he: tetraeycline resistance gene
as described by Berkhout (1986). In this COIlSlrUCt the coal protein is under
control of the constitutive tet promoter which ensures a low level of coat
prOlem sufficienr to repress replicase gene translation by - 90%.

The construcuon of !he: full-length infectious MS2 cDNA clone. called
pMS2000. will be described elsewhere (R.C.L. Olsthoom). The 5' end of
MS2 cDI"A In these clones is preceded by a G-tail and !he:3' end continues
In an A-tail A\ a ncgauve control we prepared a clone. pMS200I. in which
the Internal .\ud fragment (1491 - 33117) was present in the reverse
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orieralioa. Both constnICtS are under 00IlU'0I of !he PI. promoIer of phage
).. pMS2001 did no! produce any phage.

MUWllS of !he infectious clone were constructed by replacing !he
XbaI(1303)-BsrXI(1551) fTagmenl of pMS2<XXlwith !he corresponding
frIgmenI from I series of mulanl sequences used for COIl protein expression
SlUdies (de Smit and van Duin, 1990). The presence of !he mutations in
the linal COOSUUCISwas verified by sequencing both DNA strands using
the n sequencing kit of PIwmacia and I primer complementary 10

IIIICIeotides 1409-1422 of !he COlI gene. Four mutant plasmids were
constnICIed: pMS2014. 2023. 2043 and 2045. The last two digits are used
to ideutify the corresponding phage mutants in the Results section as 14.0.
23.0. etc. and !heir evolutionary offspring are called revenants and are
indicated as 14.1. 14.2. etc.

Sequence ""alys/s of wild-~ IJIId mutant MS2 phage5
The phages present in the supernatant of I 1 mI culture were precipitated
with 330 ,J of 40% polyethylene glycol in 2 M NaC!. The pellet was
dissolved in 200 "I ofTE (10 mM Tris-HO. pH 7.6 andO.1 mM EDTA)
and extracted with 300 "I of phenol!chIoroform (2:1). The RNA was
precipirated with 2.5 voIs of ethanol and dissolved in 2O,J of distilled water.

I - 2 ,J of this solution was used for each sequence reaction. which was
carried out by primer extension with reverse traDSCriptase (Promega)
esscdiaIIy as described by SIaipIcin et al. (1990). An oIigOllllClcotide
compIcmcntary 10 nuclcotides 1409-1422 in \be COIl gene was used as
primer and enabled screening of - 300 III00 the MS2 genome for differe:noes
with \be wiId-rype.

MN5UIing phage .voIutJon
Routinely. the procedure 10 produce mutanl phages involves growing E.coli
strain MS219 oodIining 1 plasmid widllDllatt MS2 eDNA and pCOATl84
11 28"C UDIiI\be 00"1) is 0.2. (In this host reiDfcetioo CIIIDOttake place
because of \be absence ofF pili.) 1be::n \be culture is sbiftcd 10 42"C. After
2 h it is eetIIrifuged 10 remove iDIIIt:t c:eIls and debris; \be superDIWIl
OOIIllining \be pbages is used for two purposes. ODe pan is pm:ipitarcd
and \be peDet used 10 detenniDe \be RNA sequence. Another fraction of
the supemIIIIm is plated 00 KA797 (F+) 10 separate \be getXllypeS that may
have developed during growth in MS219. Individual plaques are dissolved
in H:zOand grown further OIl plates or in culture for \be iDdicaIcd number
of cycles. We define growth in MS219 as cycle I. and \be first growth
as plaques in KA797 as cycle 2. (The amount of phages present in 1plaque
is \DO smaD kl be seqax:ed Aa:ordingIy, they had to be amplified by growth
in ~ culture. It is no! known whether additional substiIutioos arise during
this extra cycle.) Each subsequent cycle started with \be inoculation of 3
ml KA797 (00"1) = 0.07; 107 celIs) with 1()3-10' p.f.u. and was ended
by ~ growth at 37"C in 1 test tube or 0111 plate. AltemativdY.
1 plaque WlISpropagated further 011 1 bKterial lawn in solid medium.
<kasiooally. the lIIIlOUIIlof pbage used 10 seed \be oen cycle was increased
10 107 p.f.u. when we expected this to increase our chances of picking up
double or triple lDJ\lIIIlS.As a coosequenoe, \be lmn 'cycle' is Ioosdy defined
in this study and cannot be re1alcd to \be IIIID1berof phage generations in
1simple way. Since the reversioe mutations arise by chance we have 110I
IttmIpCCdto standardize our procedures rigorously. Sometimes an overnight
cu1ture of MS219 at 28"C was used as cycle I. No differences in liter from
phage crarion at 42"C were observed.
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SUMMARY

The translation initiation region (TIR) of
the replicase gene of RNA bacteriophage
MS2 contains a conventional ribosome-
binding site (RBS) defined by an AUG
codon and a SD-sequence. In addition to
initiation of replicase translation this
region also takes part in negative control
over ribosome binding to the replicase gene
start. The RBS adopts a specific stem-loop
structure, the so-called translational
operator, and serves as a high affinity
binding site for the phage coat protein that
acts as a translational repressor. By site-
directed mutagenesis we randomized an
essential sequence of the replicase
initiation site in an infectious MS2 cDNA
clone. The obtained phage-producing
clones lacked a native-like RBS and
produced replicase more than tOO-times
less efficiently than wild type. The
introduced mutations lowered the phage
titer by two and more orders of magnitude.
Nine of the selected mutants were allowed
to replicate in E.coli y+ bacteria to monitor
evolutionary improvement of the replicase
gene TIR. In course of adaptation the
mutants acquired t-5 suppressor base
changes upstream the translation initiation
AUG codon and restored a high phage
viability. The general evolutionary pattern
was creation of various SD-sequences in
the replicase initiation site and we
observed no other common sequence-
specific features. In addition, one phage
had rebuilt an RNA operator hairpin but
number of others evolved partially

resembling structures. We suggest that
these resembling helixes can serve as low
affinity phage RNA coat protein binding
sites in course of infection. We also found
that the level of the replicase gene
translation in phage RNA
pseudo revertants is high as compared to
parental clones but low as compared to
wild type and in some instances are
exceedingly dependent on the upstream
coat gene sequences. These findings are
discussed with respect to the control of the
replicase gene translation in phage MS2.

INTRODUCTION

The process of translation initiation in
prokaryotes determines the fidelity and
efficiency of gene expression (Gold, 1988;
McCarthy and Gualerzi, 1990; de Smit and
van Duin, 1990 a, b). Three kinds of
interactions are known to take place during
selection of translation initiation region (TIR)
on prokaryotic mRNAs. First, ribosomal
protein S 1 is involved in mRNA binding (van
Dieijen et al., 1978; Hartz et al., (990). It
seems to have a preference for U-rich regions
(Zhang and Deutsher, 1992; Boni et al., 1992)
but may also recognize sequence or structure
specific motifs (Tzareva : et aI., 1994;
Ringquist et aI., 1995). Second, interaction
between 3'-end of 16S rRNA and poly-purine
stretch, the so-called Shine-Dalgarno (SO)
sequence preceding the translational start
codons in bacterial messages, provide the
ribosomes with affinity for TIR (Shine and
Dalgarno, 1974; de Smit and van Duin, 1994).



This SO-interaction is conceivable for the
initiation on most of bacterial messengers and
is the only one rRNA-mRNA interaction that
has gained direct experimental support (Hui
and de Boer, 1987). Other sequences within
RBS have been proposed to interact with 16S
rRNA but they either lack an evidence in
recognition of a TIR through rRNA-mRNA
interactions or the experimentally data are
contradictory (reviewed by McCarthy and
Gualerzi, 1990; Sprengart and Porter, 1997).
At least some of these so-called translational
enhancers may serve as binding sites for S 1
protein (Tzareva et ai., 1994; Ringquist et ai.,
1995). Finally, the interaction between
mRNA initiation codon and fMet-tRNA
anticodon turns the ribosome-mRNA
complex into virtually irreversible state
(McCarthy and Gualerzi, 1990). Initiation
may use all, two or only the codon-anticodon
interaction. Apart from the positive
determinants of the initiation process the
accessibility of a ribosome-binding site
(RBS) on mRNA can be controlled in a
negative way by secondary structure of the
TIR. Strong intramolecular interactions may
tum a good translational start into virtually
inaccessible for ribosomes (de Smit and van
Duin, 1990 a, b) and probably is a mean to
hide false initiation sites within coding
regions (Ganoza et aJ., 1987).

Despite extensive studies uncertainty still
surrounds the essential determinants of a
prokaryotic TIR. Thus, some of the in vitro
data (Ravetch and Jakes, 1976; Calogero et
aJ., 1988; Melancon et aJ., 1990) seem to
stand under question the relevance of SD-
interaction for the translation initiation. Also,
many analyses (Gold, 1988; Dreyfus, 1988
and references cited therein) imply that within
the RBS there are other sequence specific
properties, e.g. nucleotide content, for their
distinction from non-initiator regions. We
reasoned that the question on significance of
certain mRNA TIR properties for translation
initiation can be assessed exploiting natural
evolution system available for the single
stranded RNA bacteriophage MS2. The
mutations in phage RNA can be introduced

through its full-length cDNA copy present on
a plasmid and evolution of the phage mutants
to high viability by means of compensatory
mutations can be monitored (Olsthoorn et aJ.,
1994). Thus if a RBS of a phage gene is
substituted with unrelated sequences such
mutant RNA regions are likely to become
adapted for an appropriate efficiency of
translation initiation again.

Phage MS2 RNA genome (Fig.l) codes
for four proteins. One of them, the replicase
protein, associates with several host proteins
and serves for phage RNA replication. Since
the phage development is dependent on
supply of replicase we expect no or low
phage titer if the RBS of the replicase gene is
unsatisfactory for an adequate replicase
translation and an increase in phage titer upon
improvement of the initiation site.

The replicase gene TIR is defined by a
SO-box present upstream of the initiator
AUG codon (Berkhout, 1986; Stankevich et
aJ., 1995). A sequence that involves the SD-
region was randomized in infectious MS2
cONA clone and the evolutionary
improvement of the TIR was monitored upon
phage passaging.

Additional reason to choose this
particular TIR as the target for analysis lied in
a rather sophisticated control of the replicase
translation in wild type phage. Although the
replicase gene RBS is efficient itself, dual
negative control limits replicase synthesis to
only a small burst early in the infection
(reviewed by van Duin, 1988). One control is
provided by long-distance interaction (LDI)
of an internal coat gene segment to the
nucleotides surrounding the replicase gene
start. LDI restricts the initiation of the
replicase gene translation unless it is broken
up by ribosomes reading the coat message.
The major molecular basis for this control is
the MJ-interaction (van Himbergen et aJ.,
1993) but a nearby 1419-1426/1810-181 7
LDI possibly contribute to the replicase
suppression (Licis et aJ., 1998). Another
regulatory mechanism operates later during
infection. When the phage coat protein
accumulates in the cell it binds to the
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Figure 1. Genetic map of RNA coliphage MS2 and a model for the RNA secondary structure of the replicase gene
TIR. Local stem-loop structures are indicated as CT, RI, R2. The start codon of the replicase and the stop codon of the
coat gene are marked by box. SD - Shine Dalgarno sequence, MJ designates the MJ-interaetion. The mutations were
introduced in the indicated sequence of the replicase gene TIR.

replicase initiator hairpin, the so-called
translational operator, and thereby blocks
ribosome access to the replicase gene start.
The features necessary for this protein-RNA
interaction to take place are well known
(Uhlenbeck et al., 1983; Witherell et al.,
1991; Schneider et al., 1992; Peabody, 1997;
see at Fig.I). The RNA secondary structure is
important for coat protein binding but the
sequence generally is not. The exceptions are
requirements for nucleotide specificity at the
bulge that must be purine and three out of
four hairpin loop positions. The RNA
operator-coat protein interaction was thought
to mediate the phage RNA encapsidation
(Beckett and Uh/enbeck, J 988) but was
shown recently to be unessential for that
purpose (Peabody, J 997). Because the

mutations in the replicase gene start region
must destroy the native hairpin it was of
interest how the phage will adapt to the lack
of translational repression.

In addition, the replicase gene TIR is a
part of the phage lysis (L) cistron that is
translated in +1 frame with respect to
replicase. The lysis aminoacids encoded in
the replicase initiation site are non-essential
for the function of L protein (Berkhout et al.,
1985) and the region either plays no role in
the control of the lysis gene expression
(Scmidt et al., 1987). Since that the RNA
sequence constraints implied by the L gene on
the evolution of the replicase gene TIR are
absent or at a low level, except for the cases
when mutations prevent the translation of the
entire L gene (non-sense codons etc).
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Table I. Oligonucleotides used in this study
primer sequence position; strand application
RP57a GAACTTCTTTGTTGTCTTCGACATNNNTRNTNNYNNNN

Nl1GAATGGCCGGCGTCTA 1728-1784; - mutagenesis
pl14 CATCCGGATCCCATGACAAGG 2047-2067; - RT, PCR
p162 TTGAATGGCCGGCGTCTA 1728-1745; - PCR
p9 CGAAGACAACAAAGAAGTTC 1765-1784; + PCR
p180 TCGAGGGGTACAATCCGT 1200-1217; + RT, PCR
pl08 GAATTCCGACTGCGAGCTTAT 1628-1648; + sequencing
plO6b GGTAAATTTCAAGAGAAAGATCG 1811-1833; - RT, sequencing
p127 GCCCCATAGTGGCACCG 2153-2169; - RT, PCR

RT -reverse transcription
a N-any nucleotide, R-purine, Y-pyrimidine
b underlined residue mark mismatch

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains and plasm ids
Plasmids were grown in E.coli K12 strain M5219,
encoding the thermosensitive A repressor (cl857)
and the transcriptional antitermination factor N
(Remaut et al., 1981). Evolution experiments were
performed in the E.coli F' strain AB259 (Hfr3000,
Thi-, Su'). All strains were grown on LB broth.

pMS2000 harbors a full-length DNA copy of
phage MS2 RNA under transcriptional control of
the thermoinducible promoter PL from phage A
(Olsthoorn et al., 1994). This plasmid produces
phage spontaneously even without induction of the
promoter and after overnight growth at 28°C the
supernatant of bacterial cultures contains about
1011pfu/ml. Plasmid pD (Licis et al., 1998) differs
from pMS2000 by that it contains a short linker
substituting the 1303-1901 MS2 eDNA Xbal-Bfrl
restriction fragment and thereby does not yield the
phage. Plasmid pD was used to reconstruct full-
length MS2 cDNA by ligation of the PCR-
generated MS2 cDNA mutant fragments into the
Xbal and Bfrl restriction sites of the vector.

Plasm ids used for the measurements of the
replicase gene expression contained either 1365-
2057 or 1628-2057 MS2 cDNA fragment behind
the promoter PL, and lac Z gene fused at the
BamHl site to the replicase gene (nt 2057). The
wi Id type construct is MJLO and contains the
1365- 2057 MS2 cDNA fragment (van Himbergen
et al., 1993). Other clones were constructed by
substituting it with a mutant 1365-2057 fragment.
pCOA T 184 contains the phage coat protein gene
under control of constitutive tet promoter

(Berkhout, 1986). In this construct tet promoter
ensures a low level of coat protein sufficient to
repress replicase gene translation by about 90%.
The plasmid confers to cells chloramphenicol
resistance.

Mutagenesis and cloning
Oligonucleotide RP57 was used to introduce

mutations in 1746-1760 region of MS2 genome. It
contains randomized target TIR sequence flanked
by native phage MS2 genome sequences. At first,
the flanking MS2 cDNA fragments were amplified
in PCR 1 and PCR 2 reactions using praimer pairs
p1l4-p9 and pI62-pI80, respectively (Fig.2).
These fragments were gel-purified, precipitated
and dissolved in 50 III of water. In the mutagenesis
step (PCR3) the reaction mixture (40 Ill) was
combined from 5 III of lOx PCR buffer (100 roM
TRIS (pH 8.8), 500 mM KCI, 0.8% NonidetP40),
4 J.l125 mM MgCI2, I III BSA (l mg/ml), 8 III of I
mM dNTPs, 5 J.l1of 5 J.lM P180, 5 J.l1of PCR2
product, 2 ul of 0.5 IlM oligonucleotide RP57 and
2 units ofTaq DNA polymerase. After 5 cycles
(denaturation at 95°C for 30 sec, annealing at 45°C
for 40 sec and elongation at 72°C for 40 see) 5 III
of PCRI product and 5 III of primer p114 were
added and the reaction was continued for 25 more
cycles. The PCR product was precipitated, cDNA
dissolved in water and after treatment with XbaI
and BfrI restriction endonucleases ligated to the
corresponding restriction sites of pD plasmid.

Recording phage evolution
To produce mutant phage M52 19 F' cells

containing the mutant plasm ids were grown
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Figure 2. Outline of experimental approach. See Methods for the details.

overnight (cycle I). 105_107 pfu of the produced
phage were used to infect Ecoli AB259 F'
bacteria (at 00670 of about 0.2) in 2.5 ml of liquid
LB broth and cultures were shaken overnight at
37°C (cycle 2). 105 pfu from the previous culture
were taken for subsequent cycle and so on. The
infections were continued up to cycle 20. The
phage RNA was isolated from I ml of supernatant
of the cultures (Olsthoorn et al., 1994) and reverse
transcribed with either primer pi 14 or p 127. The
RT-product was peR-amplified with pl80 and one
of the above primers and the amplified cDNA was
sequenced with T7 DNA polymerase, routinely
using oligo pl08 as described previously (Licis el

al., 1998). The phages for sequence analysis were
taken after cyc les 3, 10 and 20. If the exam ination
of the RNA sequence suggested genetic
heterogeneity in the phage population, plating was

sometimes used to separate individual genomes for
subsequent sequence analysis.

Probing RNA structure with 5. nuclease
2 flg of phage RNA was preincubated in the

reaction buffer (40 mM sodium acetate (pH 4.6),
340 mM NaCI, 1.4 mM ZnC12 and 7% glycerol)
for 10 min at 37°C to equilibrate the secondary
structure of the template. Subsequently, the sample
was treated with I unit of S, nuclease for \0 min at
37°C. After phenol extraction and precipitation of
the RNA, primer pI 06 was extended in 6 ul of 50
mM TRIS-HCI, pH 8.3, 4 mM KC1, 8 mM MgCI:
and 10 mM DTT containing lunit of AMY reverse
transcriptase.

Assay of (3-galactosidase
0.05 rn l of fresh ovemight cultures of bacteria

harboring plasm ids that contain lac7 gene fused to
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Table 2. Properties of MS2 cDNA clones

Clone Nucleotide sequence" Titer, pfu/ml ••
pMS2000 (Wt) acaugaggauuacccaug 1011
Random pool NNNNNRNNANYANNNAUG -

A2 CcUCAaAgaCCaUcGaug ro8

A8 GAauCGCAaCCaGAGaug l08
AI4 aGUuUGgCaACaGccaug 109

AI6 aGauCagCauuacccaug 108

A21 UcUGUaUCaCCaAcAaug 109

A23 GAUACaCCaCuaUAGaug 109

A28 UcUACagCauuacccaug 109

A36 CAACUGCgaAuaUGcaug 107

A37 CcUuAGUUaCCaAccaug 108

Clones containing termination codon(s) in frame of L gene

I Al CACugaAgauCacUGaug 105

A5 aACAUaUUaGCaccGaug 105

A7 GACAAaUAaGuaUUGaug 106
I

A35 UUGAAGUAaACaUGcaug
I 106

I

A41
I

CAGCUagCaACaUGcaug 105 I

A13
I

aAUuCGUCauuaGUAaug 104
I

AI9 CAUuCGCUaAuaGAcaug 104 I

A20 UAaCUaCCaGuaGUAaug 104

*The 1746-1763 RNA sequence of the mutants is aligned with that of the wild type. Capital letters indicate the
mutations. The replicase start codon and SD-sequence are in bold, The stop codons of the lysis gene sequence are
underlined.
**Appropriate dilutions of supernatant from cDNA cultures grown overnight at 280C were tested on lawns of E.coli
AB259 r+ cells.

the phage replicase gene or the above clones
provided in addition with pCOA T plasmid were
added to 5 ml fresh LB broth plus ampicillin or
ampicillin and chloramphenicol, respectively. The
cells were grown at 28°C until 00670 of about 0.25
was reached and then shifted to 42°C for induction
of the PL promoter, grown for additional 30 min
with vigorous shaking, after which the cultures
were placed on ice for at least 10 min. 0.4 ml of
each culture was added to 0.6 ml of Z buffer
(Miller, 1972), 40 III of CHCIJ and 20 III of 0.1 %
SOS in an eppendorf tube. The rest of bacterial
cultures were left on ice until the cell densities at
00570 were determined. The blank tube was made
in the same manner but contained broth and
ampicillin instead of bacterial culture. The tubes
were vortexed for 10 sec and put at 28°C for
10min. Afterwards 0.2 ml of ONPG (4mg/ml in Z
buffer) was added to each tube and they were
incubated at 28°C for 10 - 100 m in. The reactions
were terminated by the addition of 0.5 ml of 1M

NazCOJ and the tubes were centrifuged briefly. The
breakdown of ONPG was measured at 00410' All
measurements were done on microtiter plates.
Because the wavelengths used to calculate the p-
galactosidase activity (A570 for the cell densities
and A410 for the breakdown of ONPG) do not
correspond to the wavelengths used in routine
calculation (Miller, 1972), the values are only
approximately similar to Miller units of p-
galactosidase activity.

RESULTS

The experimental strategy
The undertaken approach is depicted in

Figure 2. The 1746-1760 sequence of the
replicase gene TIR was randomized by PCR-
directed mutagenesis on a cDNA fragment.
The mutated fragment then was cloned into
the pO plasmid to give rise the full-length
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MS2 eDNA and the ligated DNA was
transformed into the E.coli F- host bacteria.
The transformed cells were seeded onto
nitrocellulose filters and grown to colonies.
The filters were then replica plated onto the
lawn of E.coli F+ bacteria to identify those
clones that produced the viable phage. A
number of the phage-producing colonies were
taken from the filters and grown in liquid
broth for the MS2 cDNA sequence analysis.
Subsequently, the phages were subjected to
consecutive infections of F+ bacteria to allow
evolutionary improvement of the replicase
gene TIR. The target sequence was monitored
after various number of passages. Finally,
some of the evolved pseudorevertants were
analyzed with respect to efficiency and
control of the replicase gene translation after
cloning in an expression vector.

Because it was uncertain initially whether
the phages lacking a high affinity coat protein
binding site in the replicase TIR may be able
to encapsidate their RNA the nucleotide
specificity at certain positions was preserved
to increase the chance for the infective virion
formation.

Properties of mutants
About 20% of transform ants produced the

phage and the sequence of the replicase
initiation site was determined for some 20
clones (Tab.2). They contained 3-11 base
changes as compared to the wild type
replicase gene TIR and lacked a conventional
RBS (SD-sequence) and an RNA operator
hairpin. Apart from these common properties,
the constructs fall in two distinct categories
with respect to the phage lysis gene (Tab.2).
About half of the mutants possessed an
unperturbed L gene frame and their titers
were by 2-3 orders of magnitude lower than
the titer of the wild type clone. Many others
contained one or even two nonsense codons
in frame of the L gene. These prevent the
synthesis of the functionally essential C-
terminal peptide of the lysis protein and
present an additional, the coding defect. In
those clones the phage titer had dropped more
drastically. To avoid the influence of the

coding demands on the evolution of the
sequence and structure of replicase initiation
site the lysis-deficient mutants were omitted
from the present analysis. Note, however, that
as revealed by later experiments their viable
progeny phages possess an intact frame of the
lysis gene restored in various ways.

Evolution
The evolution of phage RNA

pseudorevertants was allowed to proceed for
20 cycles during which the phage titers
increased to nearly wild type level showing
that the improvement of the replicase gene
TIR had occurred. In this course of adaptation
the mutants acquired 1-5 nucleotide
substitutions in the replicase initiation site
(Fig.3) and those containing many
compensatory base changes generally reached
the highest viability. Typically, we did not
encounter an original mutant after
amplification in E.coli F+ host, except for
mutant A28. This phage preserved the
unchanged sequence and a low titer up to
cycle 3.

In some instances we monitored only one
evolutionary pathway whereas in other cases
various pseudorevertants were encountered
(Fig.3). Illustrative example is a complex
evolution of mutant A 16 during that three
different progeny phages - A 16.1, A 16.2 and
A 16.3 were found. The pseudorevertant
A 16.1 was the dominant specimen at the third
cycle when the two other descendants A 16.2
and A 16.3 were not detectable yet, probably
because they constituted only a very minor
fraction of the phage population. Later after
cycle 10, however, better revertants A 16.2
and A 16.3 outgrew descendant A 16. 1.
Subsequently, at cycle 20 progeny phage
A 16.2 had disappeared but A 16.3 evolved to
A16.4.

The replicase translation initiation
of phage RNA pseudorevertants
(i) TlR sequence

The sequence data
revealed a common
improvement of the

region

unambiguously
source of the

replicase start. It
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Figure 3. Sequence alignment showing the phage RNA evolution. Initial mutations are in gray while suppressor
mutations in black boxes. The designation of pseudorevertants depicts their origin. For example, the progeny phages
A 16.1, A 16.2, A 16.3 derived from the mutant A 16. 'c' stands for cycle. The putative SD-sequences in revertant RNA
are underlined. The RNA sequences of the replicase TIR of revertants from A8 and A36 were poorly defined after the
third cycle and therefor are not shown, while mutant A28 retained the original sequence after the third cycle.

appeared that various phages had evolved
various SO-sequences (Fig.3 and Fig.4). This
common event was mostly accomplished by
base changes creating guanines and there
seems to be only one exception from the SO-
evolution. Revertant A8.2 does not posses a
sequence to basepair with the 3' -end of 16S
rRNA unless the mismatches in the SO-

interaction are allowed (the region of a
potential SO-box is indicated by broken line
in Fig.3).

The restore of the SO-sequence was the
only evolutionary event in the initiation site
of several pseudorevertants (A2. 1, A 14. 1,
A16.1, A23.1 and A23.2) while other phage
RNA acquired also one or more additional
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Figure 4. Sequence alignment showing the
evolved SD-regions. The SD-related
suppressor mutations are black boxed.

nucleotide substitutions. These base changes
neither result in a common sequence specific
pattern nor also resemble each other. Thus,
descendant A8.2 selected the G 1758A
substitution located three nucleotides
upstream the start AUG codon. In this
instance the compensatory mutation might be
interpreted as a phage attempt to increase the
efficiency of the replicase translation. The
data on randomized ribosome binding sites
(Barrick et al., 1994) revealed high activity of
adenine at position -3 from the initiation
codon that is consistent with the statistics for
that position (Gold et al., 1981). However,
revertant A2 1.2 acquired just opposite
A 1758G base change showing that SD-
unrelated compensatory mutations are
specific for any given phage.

In wild type phage the RNA secondary
structure of the replicase gene TlR is
important for translational control by
repression and coupling and thereby apart
from the sequence specificity the secondary
structure it is another conceivable target of
the suppressor mutations. An illustrative

example is the particular revertant A8.2 in
which one of the suppressor mutations was
located upstream the target sequence and in
structure context (Fig. I) it brakes a basepair
in the middle of the MJ-interaction. As
pointed out before, the MJ-interaction
suppresses the replicase translation and its
disruption in wild type phage RNA activates
the replicase synthesis (van Himbergen et al.,
1993; Licis et al., 1998).

(ii) Structure of tbe replicase gene Tffi
Computer program MFold (Zuker, 1989)

that predicts both optimal and suboptimal
RNA foldings indicated two alternative
conformations for RNA of each revertant.
One conformation is a wild type-like
structures characterized by the presence of a
replicase initiator hairpin (Fig.5) whereas the
other does not contain a replicase initiator
hairpin because a sequence of or around the
translational start AUG codon is basepaired to
the coat protein gene (not shown).

In those phage RNA that had evolved
many base changes the compensatory
substitutions seem to be targeted on creation
of certain hairpins (Fig.5). Thus, two out of
three base changes revertant A16.4 RNA
appear to recreate a wild type-like
translational operator. The two substitutions
restoring the hairpin probably took place
simultaneously (see evolution of this
pseudo revertant at Fig.2). Two, also
simultaneous, base changes stabilize an
initiator hairpin in phage A21.2 RNA. In this
case the resulting helix is not a high activity
coat protein binding site. It, however,
possesses the AUCA tetraloop that fulfils a
requirement for coat protein-RNA interaction.
Note, that the helix is displaced upstream the
location of the replicase translational operator
in wild type RNA and also does not contain
the AUG start codon within the stem. Other
examples of restoration of a replicase initiator
hairpin are descendants A28.1 and A 16.2. In
revertant A28.1 the three compensatory base
changes close a helix that contains the native
loop but has a mismatch in the middle. In
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Figure 5. Possible secondary structure models for the replicase gene TIR in pseudo revertants A8.2, A 16.2, A 16.4,
A21.2, A28.1, A37.1 and A36.2. Suppressor mutations are shown in black boxes. Wild type hairpin and the RNA
structural requirements for binding binding by MS2 coat protein are shown for comparision. N represents any
nucleotide, R and Y are purine and pyrimidine, respectivelly.

descendant A 16.2 the three compensatory
mutations appear to stabilize a hairpin with a
loop of three nucleotides and a bulged A in
the stem. Similar hairpin can be drawn for the
phage A8.2 RNA as well. Also, a hairpin with
loop of three nucleotides is predicted for the
revertant A37.1 RNA. This phage, however,
is uninformative from structural viewpoint
because the only suppressor mutation
stabilizing the stem of the hairpin is the SD-

related and therefore its significance may lie
solely in SO-sequence. For the same reason
the secondary structure models for other
revertant RNA are not presented.
Two possible stem-loop structures are shown
for the progeny phage A36.2 RNA. In one
model a replicase initiator hairpin is present
in the original location (model A). The other
folding may contain a high affinity coat
protein binding site (found by eye, model
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Figure 6. Nuclease S 1 structure probing of phage RNA
from wild type and revenants /'d6.4. A36.2. ;,\'162.
,\3/ 1 ami A28.1. The positions of the native replicase
initiator hairpin R J loop as well as of R2 and CT hairpin
lImp, arc indicated in the rnargin. Sites of clcav age were
cictcrmincd by primer extension. '+' designates
S\d:t:cstion line. '-' contro] line Revertant .'\116.2 was
used lur the sequencing lines.

B) but as suggested by the computer program
the top of the hairpin is probably unfolded
and forms a loop of nine rather than four
nucleotides (not shown). An indication t'hat
t'he stem-loop might exist in the drawn form
is provided by the suppressor mutation that
turns AACU sequence present in progenitor
RNA into AACA. Such a loop satisfies a
requirement for coat protein binding site.

The structure models presented for A36.2
also illustrate the two alternative RNA
conformations that as pointed out above
might exist in revertant RNA. In the model B
for the. phage A36.2 RNA, the replicase
initiation AUG codon and the surrounding
nucleotides are displaced out of hairpin and
they are accessible to basepair somewhere
else, for instance with coat protein gene.

To get insight in the rejiability of tihe
structure models, we probed various
pseudorevertant RNA with S 1 nuclease
(exemplified at Fig.6), an enzyme that
preferential'ly cuts at RNA hairpin loops. In
overall, the structure probing data are in
agreement with the presented helixes. In case
of revertant A36.2 the results are consistent
with both A and B models, indicating that the
shown structures can exist at equilibrium. The
data also suggest that the structure of the
repl icase gene 'fIR is poorly defined for all of
the tested descendants that would be
consistent with the existence of alternate
structures.

(iii) 'Frunslational efficiency and control of
the replicase gene

An important question is what is the
efficiency of the replicase gene translation in
pseudorevertants? Most of them lack a high
affinity binding site for the coat protein and it
means that efficient repression of the
replicase gene in pseudorevertant R\IA
cannot take place. To assess the point eDNA
of several pseudorevertant RNA. mostly those
containing manY' suppressor mutations which
are lAdy best adapted synthesis, as well as
some of the parental mutants were cloned in
an express ion vector. In the used clones the
replicase production can he measured as the
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Table 3. Efficiency of replicase gene translation, translational repression and translational coupling in wild type.
mutants and revertants.

RlacZ Activity, p-galactosidase units I Relative activity (%)2 Repression3 Coupling4

wild type 442 100 8.9 9

A8 2 <I n.d. 20

A8.2 75 17 1.0 (1.0) 17

AI6 <I n.d. 57

A16.1 12 3 n.d. n.d.

A16.2 13 3 1.0 (1.1) 95

A16.4 36 8 2.1 8

A21 2 <I n.d. 3

A21.2 9 2 1.2 (1.5) 121

A36.2 38 9 1.1 (1.0) 35

Rlacl - MS2 cDNA clone in which the MS2 replicase gene is fused to the lacl gene.
IThe p-galactosidase activity for the clones containing the 1365-2057 cDNA sequence of MS2 genome.
2The wild type RlacZ activity is set at 100%.
3The repression is defined as the fold-decrease of the p-galactosidase activity of an RlacZ clone when the wild type
coat protein is provided in trans from another plasmid. The values given in brackets correspond to the repression
measured for the clones containing the 1628-2057 MS2 cDNA.
4The coupling correspond to the fold-increase of the p-galactosidase activity in Rlacl clones containing the 1628-
2057 sequence of MS2 genome as compared to the corresponding clones that contain the 1365-2057 sequence of MS2
genome.

activity of replicase-Bigalactosidase (RlacZ)
fusion protein. The phage eDNA in these
constructs begin downstream the start of the
phage coat protein gene (at position 1365 of
MS2 genome) and thus coat gene translation
is absent. However, since the clones contain
most of the coat gene sequences, the replicase
suppression by long-distance interaction(s), if
such are present, may take place. Thereby the
constructs mimic the native situation where
the replicase initiation site is under the
control of the coat protein gene. In addition,
whether or not the replicase repression by
wild type MS2 coat protein operates was
measured by providing the coat protein in
trans from pCOA T plasmid. This approach
was intended to verify the reliability of the
secondary structure models with respect to
presence or absence of a translational
operator hairpin.

The data (Tab.3) showed that the

efficiency of the replicase gene translation in
pseudorevertants is high as compared to the
parental clones but low as compared to the
wild type. The repression of the repllicase
synthesis by coat protein was detected only in
descendant A 16.4 which possesses a native-
like hairpin, though less efficient than in wild
type clone. Probably, the operator hairpin in
phage A 16.4 RNA is mostly unfolded.

These results suggest that the phage does
not tend to maximize the replicase gene
translation and, with respect to coat protein
binding, are in agreement with the proposed
structures. Also, it is clear that revertant
A36.2 RNA does not possess a weJII distinct
RNA operator hairpin.

The structural data indicated alternative
revertant RNA conformation in which the
replicase gene start is basepaired to the coat
protein gene and the MJ-interaction (Fig.l)
does not exist (see the models A and B for the
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phage A36.2 RNA, Fig.5). If that has some
true the dependence of the replicase
production on the presence or absence of the
coat gene sequences in pseudorevertants may
differ from that in wild type clone. This can
be deduced by removal of the coat gene
sequences from the experimental constructs
and re-determining the efficiency of the
replicase synthesis. For this reason we deleted
the MS2 cDNA from our constructs up to
nucleotide 1628. Such a deletion removes
most of the coat gene and in wild type clone
activates the replicase translation about 9
times (Berkhout and van Duin, 1985). The
increase is defined here as the coupling value.
We found that only revertant A16.4 exerts a
native-like coupling value. The efficiency of
the replicase gene translation in other
assessed descendants are characterized by an
exceeding dependence on the presence of the
1365-1628 coat gene sequence and in two
instances (A 16.2 and A21.2) appeared to be
even 10 times increased. In overall, these
results are consistent with our recent data on
the phage MS2 RNA mutants deficient in
translational coupling. In that study we
introduced the mutations in the MJ-
interaction and some of the pseudorevertants
acquired compensatory base changes either in
replicase initiator hairpin or in the R2 helix.

Remarkably, here the suppression of the
replicase by coat sequences is high even in
revertant A8.2 in which RNA the MJ-
interaction is at least weakened by a
compensatory mutation. Thus, some RNA
features other than MJ-interaction account for
the suppression of the replicase translation in
the revertants. Such RNA properties are most
probably different LOIs between the coat and
the replicase genes.

The increased coupling values rose the
question whether the exceeding suppression
of the replicase synthesis is established by
evolution, for instance, to compensate for the
lack of an efficient repression by coat protein
binding. To assess the point the coupling
value was estimated also for three mutants
A8, A 16 and A21. We detected increased
coupling for the first two clones. Although

this result did not exclude that the exceeding
replicase gene suppression had been a target
for the compensatory substitutions, it shows
that the coupling value strongly depends on
the sequence or structure of the replicase gene
TIR and here may have arisen by chance.

The increased coupling values and the
structure modeling of pseudorevertant RNA
imply the (co)existence of alternate revertant
RNA conformations. Since that the folding of
the RlacZ transcript may differ significantly
between clones starting at nt 1365 and 1628
of the MS2 genome and the replicase gene
repression for some revertant RNA was
reassessed also in the last constructs. In the
'shortened' clone the translation of A21.2
RNA seems to be somewhat repressed by
wild type coat protein. This phage RNA
contains the AUCA hairpin loop known to be
of tighter binding phenotype (Lowary and
Uhlenbeck, 1987). Likely, it may ensure some
level of coat protein binding even in the
absence of a bulged adenine.

DISCUSSION

In this study we have substituted an
essential part of the naturally occurring phage
MS2 replicase gene TIR with random
sequences in an infectious MS2 cDNA clone.
After identification by a selection procedure
about 20 of the phage-producing clones were
randomly picked up for further sequence
analysis. Neither of the selected mutants
contained a native-like replicase RBS - a SD-
box and a translational operator hairpin. The
mutants exerted a phage titer by two and
more orders of magnitude lower than the titer
of wild type. The clones yielding the least
phage were found to contain nonsense codons
in frame of the overlapping lysis gene and
were omitted from the present analysis. Other
phages were subjected to further studies and
some of them were examined for the
efficiency of the replicase gene translation.
As expected, the mutations drastically
decreased the replicase production and turned
the replicase gene into translationally almost
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si lent. The mutants were further allowed to
improve the replicase RBS by accumulation
of the compensatory mutations upon
passaging in E.coU F+ bacteria. The essential
features of evolution and its outcome were as
follows. (i) Evolution of the RBS from false
to true was accomplished almost invariably
by creation of various SO-sequences. (ii)
There seems to be a preference for specific
RNA hairpins in the replicase gene TIR, even
so they are not high affinity binding sites for
the coat protein. (iii) The efficiency of the
replicase gene translation in pseudorevertants
is relatively low as compared to wild type.

Evolution of tbe SD-sequence
The SO-sequence appeared to be the

general target of evolution and emerged in
our study as the main positive determinant of
a TIR. This becomes clear from several lines.
First, various SO-sequences were evolved
almost invariably in the progeny phage
genomes (Fig.3 and Fig.4). Second, the SO-
related mutations were the only ones selected
in several pseudorevertant RNA.

The reconstruction of SO-sequence
appeared to be very easy for the phage
because it required only one appropriate base
change nearby guanines present in parental
RNA. This situation is best illustrated by the
progeny of mutant AI6 (Fig.3 and 4). Two of
the descendants exploited the G present in
AAAGAU region and turned the sequence in
either AAGGAU (AI6.1) or AAAGGU
(AI6.2). Still another progeny phage A16.3
used the AGCA region and exchanged it for
AGGA SO-box. These unambiguous patterns
are in line with well-known role of SO-
sequence in translation initiation (Gold, 1988;
Dreyfus, 1988; de Smit and van Duin, 1994).
In fact, if the significance of a polypurine
stretch were not known it could be deduced
from our data.

Once created the SO-sequences were not
subjected to further evolution despite that
they mostly consisted of only three
nucleotides (GAG, AGG, GGA and GGU)
and could be extended by appropriate
adjacent substitutions on both sides. Although

there is no simple quantitative relationship
between the strength of SO-sequence and the
efficiency of translation initiation (de Smit
and van Duin, 1994) this general pattern of
non-evolution gives some indication that the
phage does not tend to maximize the replicase
synthesis. In one case, however, there seems
to be selection for a different, probably more
appropriate, SO-box. Phage A36.1 possessed
a potential GUGA SO-sequence whereas its
later development - phage A36.2 evolved
GGA SO-box nearby.

Besides the SO-evolution no more
common sequence-specific features were
found to be characteristic for the various
descendant RNA. This imply that other
sequence specific RNA features within a
prokaryotic RBS are not of a general
relevance for translation initiation. On the
other hand the initial mutant MS2 cONA
clones did not contain a SO-sequence but still
yielded the phage. It shows that the
translation initiation may take place with
some low efficiency in the absence of a
conventional SO-interaction as observed also
by others (reviewed by Sprengart and Porter,
1997).

Is tbere a selection for low affinity coat
protein binding sites?

In wild type RNA the secondary structure
of replicase TIR participates in the control of
the replicase gene translation by serving as
repressor - phage coat protein binding site.
This same interaction was also thought to
nucleate the phage encapsidation. Peabody
(1997) demonstrated recently, however, that
the coat protein - RNA operator interaction is
not required for that purpose. Our data are in
full agreement with this finding. Neither
phage RNA mutants nor most of the adapted
pseudorevertants (Fig.S) contain a replicase
TIR structure needed for high affinity binding
of coat protein.

Nevertheless, there is no reason to believe
that the selection pressure in favor of an
operator structure would be absent. The phage
obviously gains some advantage from having
a high affinity coat protein binding site in
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rep Iicase start region because genom ic
location and the strength of its interaction
with coat protein are conserved among
diverse RNA phages (Witherell et aI, 1991)
and our data support this view. During
evolution of mutant A 16 at least three
different descendants derived and the winner,
the revertant A 16.4, possesses a repl icase
operator hairpin (Fig.S).

Though, unlike simplicity of the
evolution of the SO-sequence the construction
of a specific structure by chance mutations is
much less likely because it requires several,
possibly simultaneous, base changes. In
addition the first rate requirement for
ribosome binding with appropriate efficiency
(SO-sequence) may provide another
constraint on the evolution of a structure.
Even so, wild type like hairpin reappeared in
one instance (AI6.4). What, however, turned
out to be rather general pattern was creation
of stem-loop structures that meet a
requirement for the MS2 coat protein binding
site. Such hairpins possess the loop of three
nucleotides and the bulged adenosine in the
stem or a tetraloop with the consensus
sequence but lack the bulged adenosine at the
required position. It is conceivable that coat
protein when reach high concentration in the
cell bind such hairpins in preference to many
others RNA helixes.

What is the role of the coat protein-RNA
operator interaction in light of its
dispensability for the phage RNA
encapsidation? Most probably the interaction
provides a way to adapt the timing and level
of the replicase synthesis to the phage needs.
When the phage RNA replication has yielded
amount of RNA sufficient for the protein
synthesis and virion formation, the coat
protein produced from these strands binds to
the replicase gene start region. Thus the
interaction may tell the phage that no more
replicase is needed. Although the own phage
RNA features may ensure an appropriate
translational yield of the replicase protein
they cannot ensure the coordination of its
production to the expression of other phage
genes as it is achieved by making the

replicase synthesis dependent on the amount
of the coat protein.

Is there selection against high level of the
replicase synthesis?

Evolutionary studies carried out on the
TIR of the MS2 coat protein gene showed
that the phage RNAs which contained the
mutations inhibiting the translational start
upon evolution always reestablished its
original efficiency. In the present study on the
replicase gene TIR we did not found such
phenomenon. The efficiency of the replicase
gene translation in pseudorevertants varies
around some 10% of the wild type phage. The
question arises why this is so? There are at
least three feasible explanations. One relates
the low replicase initiation rate to some
unknown evolutionary constraints implied by
phage RNA features. For instance, we found
that changes in sequence or structure of the
replicase gene TIR may result in an exceeding
suppression of the replicase translation by
coat gene sequences. For this reason any
phage attempt to increase the efficiency of the
RBS itself may be contradicted by randomly
arising decrease in the efficiency of the whole
TIR due to appearance of some inhibitory
RNA-RNA LOIs with the coat gene. More
likely, however, are two other possibilities.
First, a low replicase yield satisfies the phage
RNA replication and there is no need to
increase it further. Thus, also MS2 phage
produces not much of replicase but in wild
type situation this is achieved by coordinated
replicase gene translation. Second, an
efficient replicase gene translation is selected
against by natural evolution. We envisage at
least two reasons why it may be so. (i)
Replicase is highly poisonous protein for the
bacteria and its overproduction leads to cell
death (Remaut el al., 1982; Berkhout and van
Duin, 1985). (ii) Ribosomes and replicase
compete for the common binding site on the
phage RNA at the beginning of the coat
cistron that is the only efficient ribosome
entry site on intact phage RNA (Kolakofsk y
and Weissmann. 1971). ;\ high continuos
supply of replicase subunit would interfere
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with the phage RNA translation.
If there is selection pressure against high

replicase yield phage RNA mutants
containing the replicase gene T1R that is
transitionally as active as the wild type TIR
but is not repressed by coat protein must
evolve inhibition of replicase translation.
Peabody (1997) had obtained such phages.
They arisen to escape the super-repression
with coat protein. To our knowledge their
evolutionary adaptations upon prolonged
growth in F+ host have not been followed.

Tuning of the replicase gene TIR by long-
term evolution

The coat protein-replicase gene TIR
interaction has apparently been tuned by
long-term natural evolution to achieve a
sufficient strength but avoid super-repression
(Peabody, 1997). Our data suggest that the
replicase initiation site has been tuned also in
another way, to avoid undesirably strong
coupling to the coat gene translation. We
have observed in this study and previously
(Licis et al., 1998) that changes in the RNA
sequence and/or secondary structure of the
replicase TIR somehow result in an increased
suppression of replicase translation by the
coat gene sequences. An essential aspect
seems whether or not the replicase start AUG
codon is located within a replicase initiator
hairpin. We determined very strong replicase
gene suppression for two revertants in which
RNA the AUG codon was displaced outside
initiator hairpin. In addition, spatial
organization of the RNA might influence the
level of suppression.
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ABSTRACT

In the coliphage MS2 RNA a long-distance
interaction (LDI) between the internal segment
of the upstream coat gene and the start region of
the replicase gene prevents the initiation of
replicase synthesis in the absence of coat
translation. Elongating ribosomes break up the
repressor LDI and thus activate the hidden
initiation site. Expression studies on partial MS2
cDNA clones led to identify the 1427-1433/1738-
1744 LDI, the so-caUed Min Jou (MJ)
interaction, as the molecular basis for the long-
range coupling mechanism. Here, we verify the
biological significance of this interaction for the
control of the replicase gene translation in live
phage. The LDI was disrupted by directed
mutations in the 3'-side of the basepairing and
the evolutionary adaptations of mutants were
monitored upon phage passaging. Two categories
of pseudo revertants derived. Those of the first
type had restored the MJ-interaction but not
necessarily the native sequence. The
pseudorevertants of the second type evolved the
compensatory substitutions downstream the MJ-
interaction region and mostly contained a base
change stabilising another 1419-1426/1818-1817
LDI located nearby the replicase initiation site.
In one examined case we confirmed that the
second-site mutations had restored the initially
impaired coat-replicase coupling and repressed
the replicase translation again.

INTRODUCTION

Translation initiation is usually the rate-limiting
step in setting the level of gene expression in
prokaryotes (I) and, as such, it represents the focal

point of many regulatory mechanisms (2).
Secondary structures in the messenger RNA can
effectively restrict the accessibility of the initiation
site (3). In the single stranded RNA bacteriophage
MS2 the genomic RNA folding sequesters the start
of the replicase cistron and the transit of ribosomes
through the proximal part of the upstream coat
gene is needed for its activation (4). It was
proposed that in the unperturbed state of the viral
RNA the replicase initiation site is hidden by a
long range basepairing to the internal 1409-1433
coat gene segment (5). Ribosomes translating the
coat message temporarily unfold the LDI that
allows other ribosomes to bind at the replicase start.
Firm support for the long-range model came from
the finding that deletion of the 1419-1432 sequence
abolished the coat-replicase coupling (6).

Recently, expression studies on partial MS2
cDNA clones (7) provided more distinct evidence
in the role of the LDI in replicase repression.
Disruption of the 1427-1433/1738-1744 MJ-
interaction by substitutions on either side leads to
increased replicase synthesis in the absence of coat
translation whereas repair of the mismatches by
compensatory base substitutions has the opposite
effect. Here, taking an advantage of the ease with
which RNA phage adapts to mutational
perturbations, we analyse the MJ-interaction in live
phage. Given its role in the translational control is
important, phage mutants in which the basepairing
is destroyed are expected to evolve suppressor
mutations repressing the replicase translation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains and plasm ids
Plasmid pMS2000 contains full-length MS2 eDNA
under control of the thermoinducible PL promoter of



phage A (9), and bacteria transformed with pMS2000
produce viable phage. Vector pD plasmid carries linker
TCTAGAgttaacggtaccCIT AAG (lower case letters refer
to non-phage sequence) in place of the phage cDNA
XbaI-BfrI (1303-1901) fragment. Cells transformed with
this vector do not produce phage. Random PCR-directed
mutagenesis was carried out on the phage XbaI-BamHI
(1303-2057) cDNA fragment subcloned into the vector
pTZ 19 and the resulting plasmid was designated as
pTNI. In plasmids used for the measurements of the
replicase gene expression the MS2 cDNA fragments are
located behind the PL promoter, and lacZ gene is fused
at the BamHI site to the replicase gene (7).

Clones containing phage A PL promoter were grown
in E. coli K 12 strain M5219 (M72 trpAam, lacZarrv

Smr/Mbio251> els57t1Hl) that encodes the thennosensitive
A repressor (el857) and the transcriptional antitennination
factor N (10). E.coli AB259 F+cells (Hfr3000, Thi-, Suo)
were used for amplification of phages. E.coli JMI09
(F'traD36 proAB lacfl!"1(lacZ) MI5/endAI) was the host
strain for plasmid pTN1. Bacteria were grown on LB
broth containing 109 bactotryptone, 5 g yeast extract
and 109 NaCl per litre, and included an antibiotic if
required.

Construction of vector plasmid pD
To construct pD plasmid 3 pmol of phosphorylated
oligonucleotides CTAGAgttaacggtaccC and
IT AAGggtaccgttaacT were combined, incubated at
70°C for 5 min and kept at room temperature for
additional 15 min to produce a dsDNA Linkerwith sticky
XbaI and BfrI ends. The linker was then ligated to XbaI
and BfrI digested plasmid pMS2000 DNA.

Mutagenesis and cloning
The oligonucleotides used in this study, donated by Dr.
E. Stankevich, were synthesized on Gene Assembler and
purified on C18 - Pep RPC HR 5/5 columns
(pharmacia). Complementary primers p52 and p53 were
used to randomize the region of interest on MS2 cDNA
by two-step PCR. Oligo p52 was synthesized as
CGCCGGoommnnAACATGAGGAITACCCATGT
(parallel to the 1732-1764 sequence of MS2 genome)
and oligo p53 as
CGACATGGGTAATCCTCATGITmummmCCGG
(anti-parallel to the 1734-1766 sequence of MS2
genome), where 'n' stands for any nucleotide. In the first
step two overlapping mutant MS2 cDNA fragments
were created using primer pairs p52 - plO9 (anti-parallel
to the 2042-2062 sequence of MS2 genome) and p53 -
reverse primer (standard primer for pTZI9). Reaction
mixtures (100 ul) contained 5 ug/rnl of pTNI plasmid
DNA, 0.5 flM of each primer pair, 200 flM dNTPs, 0.1
mg/ml BSA, 2.5 mM MgCI2, 10 ul of lOx PCR buffer
(100 mM TRIS-HCI, pH 8.8, 500 mM KCI, 0.8%
NonidetP40) and 2 units of Taq DNA polymerase

(Fennentas). The reaction was carried through 25 cycles:
denaturation at 95°C for 45 sec, annealing at 40°C for 45
sec, and elongation at noc for 90 sec. The desired DNA
fragments were then purified electrophoretically in a 6%
polyacrylamide gel. In the second step, the two
overlapping MS2 cDNA fragments from the first PCR
were combined, and PCR with flanking P109 and
reverse primer was carried out as above, except that the
p52 and p53 primers as well as the pTN I plasmid were
omitted from the reaction mixture.

Mutants of the infectious clone were constructed by
digesting the final PCR-product with XbaI and BfrI
restriction endonucleases and then ligating them to the
corresponding restriction sites in the vector plasmid pD.
The ligated DNA was used to transform E.coli M5219
cells. Transformed bacteria were seeded onto
nitrocellulose filters (HATF, pore size 45 urn
(Millipore) on top of LB agar plates containing
kanamycin (50 ug/ml) and grown for 16-20 hours at
28°C. Plaque forming colonies were identified by replica
plating the nitrocellulose filters on a lawn of E.coli
AB259 F" cells on 0.8% agar and their cells were then
inoculated into 3 ml of LB broth containing kanamycin
(50 ug/ml), and grown overnight at 28°C.
Dideoxynucleotide chain termination sequencing (II) of
the target region on ds DNA was carried out with T7
DNA polymerase (Pharmacia) using primer p l08
(parallel to the 1628-1648 sequence of MS2 genome).

Monitoring pbage evolution and competition
Phages for the first infection were obtained after growth
of the infectious phage cDNA clones overnight at 28°C.
Diluted samples of the lysate containing about 105

plaque-forming units (Pfu) of the phage were then
inoculated in 3 ml of E.coli AB259 suspension (at OD67o

of about 0.2), and the cultures were shaken overnight at
37°C. Diluted samples of the obtained lysate (about 105

pfu of the phage) were used for the next infection and so
on. The infections were continued for 20-40 growth
cycles. If the examination of the RNA sequence after
various passages suggested genetic heterogeneity in the
phage population, plating was used to separate
individual genomes for subsequent sequence analysis.

To test the fitness of a mutant phage it was mixed
with wild type phage in a pfu ratio of I: I and
subsequently each mixture was allowed to complete two
passages on F+bacteria. The phage RNA from the initial
and the evolved samples were sequenced. The
disappearance of the mutant RNA from the evolved
sequence as compared to the initial one is defined as a
failure of the mutant to compete with the wild type
whereas the preservation of mutant RNA in the evolved
sample is defined as good competition.

Sequence analysis of pbage RNA
Phage RNA was prepared from I ml of lysate as
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described by Olsthoom et af. (9) and dissolved in 20 ~I!
of water. 1-3 III samples were taken for reverse
transcription using primer pI 09 at 42°C for 30 min in 10
III of 50 mM TRIS-HCI, pH 8.3, 4 mM KCI, 8 mM
MgClz and 10 mM DTI containing I unit of AMY
reverse transcriptase (Pharmacia). The cDNA product
from reverse transcription reaction was PCR-amplified
with primers p 109 and p 180 (parallel to the 1200-1217
region of MS2 genome), and then selectively
precipitated with one volume of ethanol in the presence
of 2.5 M ammonium acetate (12). The amplified phage
ds cDNA (bases 1200-2062 of MS2 cDNA) was directly
sequenced with n DNA polymerase. Routinely, two
oligonucleotides p l 08 and pI 05 (anti-parallel to the
1572-1585 region of MS2 genome) were used as primers
for sequencing segments on either side of the MJ-
interaction region which included bases 1700-1900 and
1300-1500 on MS2 cDNA, respectively. Other primers
were also sometimes used to check the sequence of
bases 1500-1700 in the phage genome.

Detection of replicase and lysis gene expression
E.co/i M5219 cells that harbours the specified plasmids
with MS2 cDNA sequences behind the PL promoter were
grown until A670 of about 0.25 was reached. The PL

promoter was then induced by shifting the cultures to
42°C. To measure the replicase expression cultures were
put on ice after 30 minutes and the 13-galactosidase
activity was determined in 0.1 ml samples according to
standard procedure (13). To monitor the lysis gene
expression the cell density at A670 was recorded (14).

RESITLTS

The experimental system
A complete eDNA copy of MS2 genome is present
on a plasmid under transcriptional control of the
thermoinducible promoter PL of phage f... (9). The
plasmid is maintained in E.coli M5219 F- host
cells, which produce phage spontaneously.
Adverse mutations lower the titer of the phage.
However, upon passaging mutants can restore high
viability by base changes that arise due to a low
copying fidelity of phage RNA replicases (15).
These (pseudo)revertants may predominate
through natural selection if compensation for the
inflicted defect occurs.

The mutants
To disrupt the MJ-interaction in the phage RNA
random or distinct nucleotide substitutions
(mutants MJ I, MJ3-MJ22 and :\1.12. respectively)
were introduced in the infectious MS2 cDNA

clone into the 3'-side of the LOt (1738-1744
sequence; Fig.1 a and Tab. I ). The 1738-1744
sequence codes for non-essential aminoacids of
the lysis protein (16) and was therefore preferred
over the coat segment of the long-distance
basepairing as the target for base changes. The
mutations lowered phage fitness as revealed by the
decreased titers of the infectious MS2 cDNA
clones (Tab.l ) and confirmed by the failure of
mutant MJ6 to survive in face of the wild type
during co-infections.

Table J. Properties of MJ-mutants.

Clone* 1738-1744 Titer,***
RNA sequence** pfu/ml

Wild type ccauuca Ix lOll

MJ6 ccUAGAC (5 ) 4x 1010

MJ18 ccUAuGC (4 ) 4x 1010

MJ14 ccaGCcC ( 3) 4xl010

MJ8 AUUCucC ( 5) 3x 1010

MJI0 cUUCuGC ( 5) 3x 1010

MJ3 GcCCAcG (5 ) 3x 1010

MJ20 ccGACGG (5 ) 3x 1010

MJ16 ccUGuGC (4 ) 3x 1010

MJ9 cUCGCUG ( 6) 3xl010

MJ2 ccUuuGa (2) 2x 1010

MJ15 GUUuAcC (5 ) 2x 1010

MJ21 cACuuGC (4 ) 2xlOI0

MJ4 UcCuucC (3 ) 2x 1010

MJl cAUGuUa (4 ) 2x 1010

MJ7 UUCGAcC (6 ) l x 1010

MJ]7 AcGACUG ( 6) lxlOlO

MJ12 cUGCAUa ( 5) 7xl09

MJ22 cGGCCcC (5) 7xl09

MJ19 UUUGGAa ( 6) 4x 109

MJt] cUGuCcC (4 ) 2x 109

MJ5 UcGuCca (3 ) 2x 109

·Wild type construct is pMS2000 (9). The mutants were
created by PCR directed mutagenesis using a primer with a
randomized sequence corresponding to the 1738-1744 phage
segment, except for MJ2 which was derived from the
corresponding partial MS2 eDNA clone (7).
• ·The 1738-1744 RNA sequence of the mutants IS aligned
with that of the wild type. Capital letters indicate the
mutations. Numbers in parentheses show the number of base
changes as compared to native RNA.
···Appropriate dilutions of supernatant from cD:\!\ culture,
grown overnight at 28°(' were tested Oil la\\ n-, of l: co}:
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Figure II. (a) Genetic map of RNA coliphage MS2 and RNA secondary structure model for the replicase initiation site (8). The
start codon of the replicase and the stop codon of the coat gene is marked by a box. Local stem-loop structures are indicated as
CT, R I and R2. (b) Comparison of wild type, mutant and j:)seudorevertant phage RNA sequences and structures of MJ-interaction
region. The designation of various phages depicts their origin. For instance, MJ2.2, MJ2.5 and MJ2.7 derived from mutant MJ2.
The initial mutations are in grey while suppressor mutations in black boxes. Left column shows the reconstruction of MJ-
interaction. Thc right column compiles the descendants, which did not evolve the original LDI. Here, the MJ-interaction region is
shown for illustrative purposes only. The base changes outside the MJ-interaction region are indicated. They are also shown on
secondary structure model of MS2 RNA in Fig. Ia. The MJ-interaction region in phages MB. I and MJ 19.2 is the same as in their
parental mutants which are therefore omitted.
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From about twenty mutants collected five
(MJ2, MJ5, MJ3, MJ 19, M122) were taken for
evolutionary analysis. One criterion that
underl ined the choice of the above mutants was the
number of the nucleotide substitutions. MJ2 was
the single mutant containing only two base
changes and MJ5 also possessed only a few (three)
substitutions. We considered that they provide the
phage with a reasonable chance to re-establish the
original regulatory LDI. Conversely, the many
substitutions in M13, MJ22 and MJ 19 RNA (five
and six changes, respectively) may render
restoration of the wild type pairing highly unlikely
(14) thereby forcing the phage to find an
alternative to keep the replicase expression under
control. On the other hand, mutants MJ5, MJ19
and M122 were preferred over others because they
showed a low initial titer that usually speeds up
evolution whereas M13 was a random choice. The
course ofthe evolutionary adaptation was followed
for many growth cycles as described in Materials
and Methods.

Reconstruction of MJ-interaction
Several descendants of mutants M12 and MJ5
evolved back the M1-interaction (Fig.1 b, left
column) and one outcome of such adaptation was
wild type phage (revertant M12.5) derived from
M12 in a stepwise manner. This pathway obviates
the advantage of wild type but is inconclusive
otherwise. An informative revertant of the MJ-
interaction is M12.7, which shows that the
secondary structure of the phage RNA but not the
sequence is important. Here, three base changes re-
established the LDI while only one of them is a
true reversion and the G 173 7U substitution
resulted in the extra U,A basepair of the
interaction. The significance of the Lm is also
implied by the fact that all of the suppressor
mutations in MJ2.7 as well as MJ2.5 are
transversions although the replication errors are
predominantly transitions (14).

Two revertants (MJ5.4 and MJ5.6) arose from
mutant MJ5. MJ5.6 evolved a nearly native LDI
but sti II preserved the U.G pair where in wi ld type
is C-G. On the other hand, the C 1732U second-site
substitution in the phage turned the mismatch of
the coat terminator (CT) hairpin into an A-U
basepair. The CT hairpin possibly stabilises the
MJ-interaction by coaxial stacking (7) and thus
strengthening of the helix may help to suppress the

replicase translation. Perhaps. closing the
mismatch is sufficient to compensate for a small
defect in the interaction. Less straightforward is
revertant MJ5.4. This phage besides two reversions
to the LDI also acquired an unclear A 1746C
substitution in the replicase initiator R I hairpin.

Progeny phages without a MJ-interaction
The progeny of MJ3, MJ 19 and MJ22 as well as
one descendant of M12 did not restore the MJ-
interaction (right column at Fig.I b) and their
evolutionary adaptations strikingly resembled by
the U 1817C base change some 50 nucleotides
downstream the repl icase start (M13.I, MJ2.2,
MJl9.2 and MJ22.3). Pseudorevertants MJ2.2 and
MJ19.2 contained also in common the A 1746C
substitution. Probably, these second site mutations
ensure a good compensation for the absence of the
MJ-interaction but alternatives may also exist as
illustrated by MJ22.2.

To assess whether the MJ-unrelated
substitutions interfered with the replicase
translation the 1365-2057 cDNA fragment of
MJ19.2 and also the corresponding region of MJ 19
were fused to the lacZ gene in an expression
vector (7). Data on these clones (Tab.2) showed
that the mutations evolved in M119.2 decreased
about six times the replicase synthesis and thus
fully compensated for the inflicted activation of
the replicase initiation site in mutant M.119. In fact,
MJ19.2 produce even less replicase than does wild

Table 2. Relative expression of the replicase gene.
RlacZ MS2 eDNA fragment Coupling"

1365-2057 1628-2057
1.0 9.0··
3.1 9.2
0.5 4.0

Wild type
MH9

MH9.2

9
3
8

The efficiency of replicase gene translation is measured as the
activity of replicase-Il-galactosidase fusion protein (Rlac!)
using clones that contain either 1365-2057 or 1628-2057 MS2
eDNA fragment fused to the lacZ gene at Bam~1I site. The
constructs lack the start of phage coat cistron. In plasmids.
which begin at position 1365 of MS2 cDNA. the coat gene
segment that couples the translation of replicase in wild type
phage is present (6). The RlacZ activity of wild type clone (7)

is set at 1.0 (note thar counling is not absolute (4)) lin
constructs starting at position 1628 most of thc coat gene IS

absent and replicase synthesis is uncoupled. Values arc
averaged' from 5 cxpcnmcrus.
'C(Hlflling is calculated as the ratio between the Rlacl
activities of the corresnonding clones starlin§! at I ti2~ and
136:5
·'I)ata of Berkholll and van l ium (6)



type. These results demonstrate that evolution of
pseudorevertants was directed towards suppression
of the replicase translation. The data, however,
leave out the question if the evolved mutations
affected the coat-replicase coupling. To resolve the
point the 1365-1628 sequence was deleted from
the experimental constructs and the replicase
synthesis in the resulting clones was measured
(Tab.2; clones starting at 1628). Because the
removed region involves the essential part of the
coat gene the replicase expression in the shortened
variants is no longer under the coat control and
thereby goes up as compared to the corresponding
parental clones. This increase gives a quantitative
measure for the coupling (coupling value, Tab.2).
In wi Id type the deletion of the coat cistron rise
replicase synthesis about nine times (6). In MJI 9
we expect an impaired long-range control due to
the disruption of the MJ-interaction and this
expectation is bum out by a low coupling value.
The most important finding is that in MJI 9.2 the
suppressor mutations had restored the dependence
of the replicase gene translation on that of the coat.
Thus, although the phage did not revert to the MJ-
interaction it did revert to the coupling phenotype.

The question arises how the replicase
translation is regulated in MJI9.2? Most probably
some LDI(s) involving a coat gene segment
mediate the control. The U 1817C exchange
strengthens the 14I9-1426/181 0-1817 LDI
(Fig. Ia). The interaction is located nearby the
replicase initiation site and may interfere with the
ribosome binding. As discussed further this is also
suggested by the data on the replicase expression
in partial cDNA clones.

The A I746C substitution and also the evolved
mutations in MJ22.2 might set off different
basepairing(s) between the replicase initiation site
and the coat gene as revealed by computer analysis
(17) of the phage RNA structures (data not
presented). Yet, we cannot reliably account for
such models. Also, the presence of the A I746C
substitution in revertant MJ5.4 seems to contradict
a 'LDI explanation'. At present, this and some
other mutations are poorly understood.

Other points
To verify that MJ 19.2 did not contain second site
substitutions outside the monitored sequences the
1303-190 I fragment was cloned back in the fu/l-
length MS2 cDNA copy. The titer of the infectious

clone has increased about 25 times as compared to
the parental MJ 19 clone. Also, the phage produced
from the plasmid competed well with the wild type
during co-infections. These results show that the
two suppressor mutations renewing the
translational control are also entirely responsible
for a high viability of MJ 19.2. To exclude the
effects of the mutations on the lysis function the L
gene expression was monitored both in the full-
length and the partial MJl9 and MJl9.2 cDNA
clones and no differences from the wild type were
found.

DISCUSSION

The synthesis of replicase in the RNA coliphage
MS2 is kept under dual control. One is repression
by phage coat protein binding to the replicase
initiator hairpin (18). The other is translational
coupling to the upstream coat cistron that was
proposed (7) to be effectuated by the long distance
MJ-interaction (Fig.1 a). Here, we provide
evolutionary evidence in the biological
significance of this LDI for the regulation of the
replicase gene expression. Phage mutants in which
the Ml-interaction was disrupted by mutations and
thereby the replicase initiation site was activated
evolved the suppressor mutations inactivating the
translational start again. In four of the derived
progeny phages it was accomplished by
(pseudo )reversions to the original regulatory MJ-
interaction. Five other obtained descendants did
not evolve the native structure but acquired mostly
the second site substitutions downstream the 3'-
side of the MJ-interaction region. We assessed the
replicase synthesis in one typical phage of the last
type and found that the control of the replicase
translation gene had been restored by the second
site mutations. This result both supports the role of
the MJ-interaction in the replicase gene regulation
and shows the importance of the coupling
mechanism. The coupling most probably serve to
prevent uncontrolled access of ribosomes to the
phage RNA that is needed to ensure the switch
between phage RNA translation and replication
(19).

Molecular basis for the coupling mechanism
The disruptions of the MJ-interaction by mutations
to a large extent impair the dependence of replicase



translation on that of the coat gene (7). Sti II, they do
not lead to fully uncoupled replicase synthesis as
compared to the removal of the internal 1419-1432
coat cistron region or larger deletions (6,20; see also
Tab.2). These observations imply the participation
of the other phage RNA structure(s) in the control
mechanism.

In an improved model of MS2 RNA secondary
structure (8) the replicase initiation site is enclosed
by two long distance basepairings to the 1419-1432
coat segment: the 1427-1433/1738-1744 MJ-
interaction from one side and the 1419-1426/1810-
1817 LOI from the other. It is reasonable that the
last interaction also hinder the replicase initiation.
Two kinds of our data substantiate this view. First,
in the present study for out of nine
(pseudo )revertants evolved the U 1817C substitution
(Fig.la) that stabilises the 1419-1426/1810-1817
LDI. Second, two mutations (G 1421A and C I424A)
in the coat gene that disrupt the LOI activate about
twofold the replicase expression in a partial MS2
cDNA clone in the absence of coat translation. Also,
some pseudorevertants derived from the phage
containing the two mutations evolved the UI817C
base change in the replicase gene (our unpublished
data).

The adjacent RNA structures might affect the
stability of the LOIs. In particular, it was proposed
that the coat terminator helix stacks upon MJ-
interaction and increases its stability and thereby
may influence the coupled replicase expression (7).
In agreement with the above a partial revertant of
the Ml-interaction acquired a second site mutation
that strengthen the CT hairpin.
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A comparable translational regulation of the
replicase gene operates in distantly related phage Q~
(21). The RNA secondary structure proposed for the
replicase initiation site (22,23; Fig.2) closely
resembles the MS2 model. The structure adopts the
same four-way junction framework containing two
local hairpins and suggestive features of the model
are the two LDIs to the upstream coat cistron. In Q~
these LDIs involve a segment near the end of the
coat gene and may explain coat-replicase
translational coupling (22).
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